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efforts culminated at year end in a successful demonstration to NASA consisting of some 25 autonomous steps
walking on sandy, rolling terrain and crossing boulders, a wooden ramp, and stepping out of a meter deep trench.
In total, the Ambler autonomously walkcd over a kilometer in 1990.

Sample Acquisition-In preparation for demonstrating a complete 'mission scenario, we developed methods
for perceiving tUie three dimensional shape of rocks in natural, cluttered surroundings using a light-striper. The
shape descriptions were used to plan and execute grasp procedures to collect the rocks. A graphical user interface
enabled humans to interact with the system, aid in the selection of rocks, and monitor progress. The methods were
demonstrated using the Robot World testbed, and proved quite robust in practice.



Abstract

*This report describes progress during 1990 at the Robotics Institute, Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity, in research on a six-legged autonomous robot, called the Ambler, designet for planetary
exploration. The report summarizes the achievements during calendar year 1990. and lists per-
sonnel and publications.. Also included are several papers that describe significant aspects of
the research.

Much of the research in 1990 focused on understanding. the capabilities of the robot itself
and developing a software system capable of autonomously walking the Ambler thi )ugh natural
terrain. We also investigated algorithms for perceiving and acquiring rock sampltes,, which were
demonstrated on a separate testbed.

Understanding Mechanism Capabilities - Characteristics important to mobile robots in
general, and walking robots in particular, include their mobility, stability, and dynamic
performance. We investigated each of these aspects using a combination of mathematical
and geometrical analyses, simulation, and experiments using robotic mechanisms. Results
largely confirmed our expectations about the Ambler's high degree of mobility, rigidity,
and large tipover safety margin.

Autonomous Walking - 'This area. combined four distinct efforts: real-time control of the
Ambler, perception of rugged terrain using-laser range scanning, algorithms for planning
leg and body moves, and task-level control to integrate and coordinate the various compo-
nents. We embarked on a comprehensive set of experiments, both in simulation an' on the
Ambler,. that systematically added new components and increased the complexity of the
environment traversed. These efforts culminated at year end in a successful demonstration
to NASA consisting of some 25 autonomous steps walking on sandy, rolling terrain and
crossing boulders, a wooden ramp, and stepp'ing out of a meter deep trench. In total, the
Ambler autonomously walked over a kilometer in 1990.

Sample Acquisition -- In preparation' for demonstrating a complete mission scenario, we
developed methods for perceiving the three dimensional shape of rocks in natural, cluttered
surroundings using a light-striper. The shape descriptions were used to plan and execute
grasp procedures to'collect the rocks. A graphical user interface enabled humaas to interact
with the system, aid in the selection of rocks, and monitor progress. The methods were
demonstrated using the Robot World. testbed, and proved quite robust in practice.
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Introduction

This report reviews progress from January through December 1990 at the Robotics Institute,
Carnegie Mellon University, on research sponsored by NASA titled "Autonomous Planetary
Rover." This section presents an overview of the project and a summary of accomplishments
during the year. It also lists members of the research group and publications by the group
relevant to the Planetary Rover project. The report also includes reprints of four papers that
highlight significant aspects of the research.

Overview

The CMU Planetary Rover project has built and is currently testing the Ambler, a six-legged
robot designed for planetary exploration. We are interested in studying general capabilities of
ivalking machines, including their mobility, stability, and dynamic performance. The Ambler.
has a novel configuration consisting of a stacked arrangement of orthogonal legs (Figure 1). It
features a unique circulating gait in which trailing legs recover past all others to become leading
legs. The circulating gait significantly decreases the average number of steps needed for travel.
The Ambler has been designed to stably traverse a 300 slope while crossing meter sized surface
features (e.g., ditches, boulders, and steps).

We have developed perception, planning, real-time control, and task-level control algorithms
for the Ambler. The perception subsystem uses data from a scanning laser rangefinder to
autonomously calibrate the rangefi.ider and to build 3D maps of the terrain. The planning
subsystem combines kinematic constraints on the robot's motion with terrain constraints to
find leg and body moves that provide good forward progress and stability. The real-time con-
trol coordinates the Ambler's joints to perform accurate leg and body moves, maintains the
dead-reckoned position, and monitors the status of the robot. The task-level control facilitates
concurrent operation of the subsystems, reliable execution monitoring and error recovery, and
management of the Ambler's computational and physical 'resources.

The component subsystems have been integrated into a system that autonomously w;alks the
Ambler through obstacle-strewn terrain. Our chief objectives here are to enable the Ambler to
traverse extremely rugged terrain 'an'. to operate for extended periods of time, both without hu-
man intervention. This involves developing reliable and efficient components, and incorporating
many levels of safeguards, both in hardware and software.

While much of our experimental program involves the six-legged Ambler itself, we have
utilized several other testbeds to develop parts of the system. These include the single-leg
testbed [22, 31], 2D and 3D graphical simulators [60], a leveling testbed 149], and the Robot
World testbed for investigating sample acquisition.[12].
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Figure 1: The Ambler Robot

Accomplishments

The major accomplishments of the Planetary Rover project during calendar year 1990 can be
divided into three main areas: 1) understanding the capabilities of the Ambler mechanism,
2) autonomous walking, and 3) sample acquisition.

Understanding Mechanism -Capabilities

The Ambler was designed to be a highly mobile walking machine. There were, however, certain
aspects of its capabilities that required further analysis and development. John Bares, who
designed the rover, continued his thesis research by developing objective criteria for comparing
different- walking mechanisms, concentrating' on the advantages of using orthogonal legs and a
stacked arrangement of the legs, which facilitates a circulating gait [5]. David Manko completed

* his PhD thesis entitled "A General Model of Legged Locomotion on Natural Terrain" [43] in
which he developed methods for efficiently simulating the dynamical interactions between legged
vehicles and the terrain. His analysis indicated the relative stability of the Ambler under servo
control. The models were also used to demonstrate the rigidity of the mechanism (vertical
deflections) and estimate load distributions. A planar dynamical model [45] was used to study
the optimal choice of joints to be used for body propulsion.

Questions of the Ambler's stability received much attention. A'study of the vehicle's tipover
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Figure 2: The Leveling Testbed

characteristics was undertaken. The study also produced an algorithm for a stability monitor
that would, determine the energy stability margin of the machine (the energy needed to cross the
tipover' point) and' warn if margin was too close.

In the same vein, a comprehensive research effort was instituted to investigate methods for
controlling the Ambler's attitude (tilt) and altitude (vertical height). Methods under investi-
gation include active leveling, which performs real-time feedback control based on inclinometer
readings, static leveling, based on calculating the vertical leg extensions needed to bring the
machine to level, and force redistribution of the loads on the feet. The research employed the
dynamical models developed by David Manko and a leveling testbed conmposed of six stacked
,vertical actuators '(Figure 2). The leveling testbed demonstrated the use of static leveling to cor-
rect for accumulations of tilt, and active leveling to react to terrain failures. The static leveling'
algorithm was' adapted for the Ambler and used during our autonomous walking experiments.

Studies were begun to measure the Ambler's power usage under various situations. Prelim-
inary results indicate that'the steady-state power. consumption of the motors, amplifiers, and
associated electronics for the 2500 kg Ambler is about 1800 watts. Lifting and moving a single
leg takes an additional 150 watts, propelling the body horizontally takes 450 watts, and lifting
the body uses an additional 1800 watts above steady state.

Autonomous Walking

We devoted much effort in 1990 to upgrading the Ambler mechanism and developing the compo-

nent technologies of real-time control, perception, planning, and task control The components
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were integrated together into a system that successfully demonstrated autonomous walking over
obstacle-strewn terrain.

Mechanism: Several upgrades to the mechanism were performed. Custom digital/analog
multiplexors were completed and installed on all six legs to reduce the number of wires passing
the Ambler's slip rings. Six axis force/torque sensors were installed on the feet and the signals
were calibrated. Two inclinometers were mounted on the body structurt- to provide information
about the tilt c,f the Ambler.

The most significant upgrade was a reworik of the vertical link gearboxes. The as-built
weight of the Ambler exc ýeded the design z, ,d necessitated a higher gearing ratio 'to provide the
necessary torque. The new gear boxes are designed to provide sufficient torque even with the
additional weight when the computing znd power generation equipment are moved on-board.

Real-Time Control' The real-time controller was extended to provide generalized leg and
body moves. Leg move commands are specified by a series of joint space waypoints, and the con-
troller executes the trajectorie.s so that all motions begin and end simultaneously. When moving
legs, the ccatroller enables interrupts in the force sensors to detect lift-off and ground contact.
The controller will not move the leg horizontally until lift-off is detected, and immediately stops
all motions when a preset force threshold is reached.

Body move commands are specified by a desired translation and rotation. The trajectory
generated by the controller translates the body linearly, while simultaneously rotating about
the vertical ax'.s. The body move uses a trapezoidal velocity profile to smoothly accelerate and
decelerate.

A kinematic dead-reckoning algorithm wa., implemented that determines the Ambler's posi-
tion and orientationý using the leg joint positions and inclinometer data. Given an initial stance,
the positions of all feet in a global frame are computed. Following each body move the Ambler's
location is esti-nated by finding the rotation matrix and translation vector that, with the least
squared error, transform the positions of the feet in the vehicle frame to their stored positions
in the global frame. This method of dead-reckoning is fairly accurate (typically within 1-2cm),
and can often detect when individual feet have slipped.

Perception: A new scanning, laser rangefinder, manufactured by Perceptron, was received.
The scanner acquire., data in 256x256 pixel images at a rate of 2Hz. It digitizes to 12 bits
over approximately 40m, which provides a range resolution of 0.98cm. Extensive tests were
conducted to characterize and calibrate the scanner. Major deficiencies were identified that
required repairs by Perceptron.

An automatic procedure was implemented to find the transformation between the scanner
frame and the Ambler body frame. The procedure moves the leg to various positions within the
scanner field of view, and processes the reflectance image to locate the leg.. The leg positions in
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Figure 3: The Conservative Support Polygon

the images and those positions returned by the controller are used to compute the transformation
that minimizes the measurement errors [24].

Extensive testing was performed on an algorithm for iconic matching of terrain maps, which
determines the transformation between two viewing frames. While computationally expensive,
this method could be. used to augment dead-reckoning to provide a more accurate estimate of
the Ambler's motion. A technique was implemented to compute iso-elevation contours from
terrain maps to find qualitative features such as "ridges" and "ravines." This technique may be
useful as input to higher-level route and trajectory planning algorithms.

The Single Leg Testbed was used to conduct experiments on terrain typing using force
sensors. Different materials were stepped on and the forces plotted. An identificat;cn procedure
was formulated to classify different materials based on stiffness and frition characteristics. The
procedure successfully classified terrains consisting of sand, soil, and sawdust.

Planning: We have developed a hierarchy of planning algorithms for walking the Ambler
through rough terrain: a gait planner, a footfall planner, and a leg recovery planner.

The gait planner find; leg and body moves to follow arcs of any radius [61]. The planner
combines kinematic and pragmatic constraints on motion. Relevant kinematic constraints in-
clude limits on leg motion and the need to avoid collisions with other legs. Pragmatic constraints
include not placing the leg in the path of the body, to avoid having to shuffle legs unnecessarily.
For safety, the planner imposes the constraint that the Ambler's center of gravity must always
remain within the conservative support polygon (CSP) (Figure 3), which ensures that the Ambler
will remain stable even if any single leg fails.

The -footfall planner is used to analyze the underlying terrain to determine locations that
provide stable and tractie footfalls. While stability and traction cannot be measured directly
from elevation maps, we can extract features from the maps that are good indicators, such as
terrain slope, roughness, and curvature. The footfall planner combines these features using a
neural net that is trained using human-supplied preferences on footfall locations [21].

The leg recovery planner produces energy efficient trajectories for the legs that avoid terrain
features and collisions with the mechanism itself. The rlan~ner first determines a trajectory for
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the horizontal joints and then optimizes the vertical trajectory to minimize travel time. This is
accomplished by projecting an envelope of vertical locations created by assuming that the leg
raises/lowers at full speed while traveling horizontally.

The three planners were tested extensively, both in simulation and on the Ambler itself. We
have developed two graphical kinematic simulators: a 22D version i.hat shows an overhead view
of the Ambler and operates on Sun workstations, and a 3D closed-loop simulator operating on
an Iris that, in addition to the Ambler model, includes simulated terrain and laser scai:ner [60].
rhese simulators have proven invaluable in des:gning and testing the planning code.

Task Control: Work on the Task Control Architecture concentrated in two areas: concur-
rency, and erior detection and recovery. Using TCA features for task sequencing and monitoring,
the single-leg walking system was modified to concurrently execute one step while planning the
next. This improved the average walking speed by over 30%, with competence comparable to
the original sequential system. These ideas were subsequently ported to the Ambler walking
system, with similar improvements in walking speed.

Much attention was focused on using the monitoring and exception hai, dling capabilities
of TCA to detect execution errors and replan when necessary. These efforts had a significant
impact on the reliability of the walking system. Work continues in this area in order to achieve
long-term, continuous operation of the Ambler.

The TCA code was completely rewritten in 1990 in order to provide more modular and
reliable utilities. In particular, the internal flow of control was documented and redesigned to
provide a more maintainable and extensible system.

Walking Experiments: In 1990, we embarked on a comprihensive experimental program
to test the Ambler and the walking system. The Ambler is housed in a large high-bay that is
covered with sand and includes a wooden ramp, hilloC'kL, trenches, and boulders (Figure 4).

Our experim-ntal methodologgy involved incrementally adding modules in order to tackle
increasingly difficult terrain. We began on a flat, non-compliant floor, manually operating the
'Ambler through the contioller interface. Next, the gait planner was used to walk the Ambler
along a variety of arcs, including straight-line pat',s, and point turns.

To traverse obstacle-strewri terrain, the perception modules an'l leg recovery planners were
added. The leg recovery planner used the maps produced from the ringe data iniaes (Figure 5)
to guide the Anibler's legs over and around terrain features.

Figure 6 shows a typical run of the Ambler. Operating in concurrent planning and execution
mode, the systeni has an average walking speed of 35cm/min, of which 75% Vf the time is
spent by the controller in actually moving the mechanism, with the planners and perception
subsystems each 'active about 50% of the time.- Figure. 7 shows the module utilization for a
typical run: the dark shaded areas of the chart are times when modulei are computing, lightly
shaded areas are when they are awaiting replies from other modules.
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Figure 4: Th'e Ambler Obstacle Course
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Figure 5: A Local Terrain Map
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Figure 7: Timing Chart for a Typical Run

In total, the Ambler has walked autonomously well over a kilometer. While,, for safety during
testing, the Ambler is normally attached to a crane sling to catch it in case of mechanical or
algorithmic failure, on occasion the Ambler has walked "slingless."

We have also used preplanned motions to test the limits of the Ambler's mobility. This has
included stepping down the sheer face of a meter high rock into a meter deep trench, propelling
with several feet poised on the edges of boulders, walking with one foot 'n the air (to demonstrate
conservative support), and raising the body to its full height of six meters.

Sample Acquisition

A research effort was begun in 1990 to perceive' and acquire rock samples in natural terrain,•
using the Robot World testbed. The testbed consists of an X/Y translation table, a light-striper
to acquire range d.ta, and a manipulation arm with custom gripper. Sand and rocks are placed
within view of the light-str'iper and the arm (Figure 8).

Images from the light-striper are processed to extract features such as surface discontinuities.
These are used to find object boundaries and contours.. We developed several shape extraction
algorithms, including one based on fitting superquadrics and one based on deformable contours.
The deformable contours model proved to be more effective, since it makes fewer a priori as-
sumptions about the shape of the rocks. The sampling perception system is able to extract
sample targets from range images without human intervention.

The parameters of the object representation are then used to plan a grasping motion, to
acquire the rock. We developed planning algorithms for two types of grasps: an enveloping grasp
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Figure 8: The Sample Acquisition Testbed

using a clam-shell gripper, and a pinch grasp using a three-fingered gripper. The enveloping
grasp is used for picking up isolated rocks, and the pinch grasp is used in cluttered situations.

A graphical user interface was developed to assist in this project. The interface had an
extensive selection of menus, which enabled researchers to customize algorithms interactively.
The interface dlso showed the res'ults of the various operations (feature extraction, object fitting,
grasp selection, etc.).

"File sample acquisition system was t-sted extensively in a variety of conditions - from
scenes with isolated rocks, to junibled pils of stones. The perception and planning parts of
the system proved to be fairly robust over a wide range of conditions, a!though a more reliable
gripper needs to be further investigated..
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Personnel

The following personnel were directly supported by the project, or performed related and con-

tributing research in 1990:

Faculty: Martial Hebert. Katsushi Ikeuchi, Take,) Kanade, Eric Krotkov, Tom Mitchell, Reid

Simmons. Chuck Thorpe, William Whittaker.

Staff: Brian Albrecht, Purushothaman Balakumar, Gary Baun, Mike Blackwell, Kevin Dowl-
ing, Christopher Fedor, Kerien Fitzpatrick. Regis Hoffman, Jim Martin, Clark McDonald, Jim
Moody, Dave Pahnos, Henning Pangels, Bill Ross, Kevin Ryan.

Visiting Scientists: Kenic hi Arakawa, Claude Caillas, Herve Delingette, Fabrice Noreils, Bao

Xin Wu.

Graduate Students: John Bares, Lonnie Chrisman, Richard Goodwin, Goang Tay Hsu, In
So Kweon, Long-Ji Lin, David Manko, Peter Nagy, Gerry Roston, Ming Tan, Jay West, David
\Vettergreen.

Undergraduate Students: Steve Baier, Jonathan Bur-oughs, Doug DeCarlo, John Greer,

Nathan Harding, Andy John,' Terry Lim, Eric Mil,,s, Hans'Thomas.,
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Abstract: Mobile robots have yet to navigate and ..-. ;. " .... . ... ,.

explore rough terrains autonomously. The Ambler
walking robot has been developed in response to this
challenge, specifically autonomous exp!-'ratiio- of
planetary and lunar surfaces. The Ambler, which
maintains its body on a lex -l trajectory while
walking, has unique orthogonal legs that are
stacked under the body instead of the traditional
animal-like arrangement of legs around the body. -

The resulting stacked configuration leads to a novel
circulating gait that promises to improve mobility
in terrains of extreme roughneis The Ambler's level
body motion, orthogonal legs, and circulating gait
greatly simplify physical control, terrain model
construction, and motion planning-all of which are
traditional impediments to autonomous travel This paper describes the Ambler1 a prototype
across rotigh terrain, terrestrial walker for rough terrain, and discusses

the major advantages of the Ambler's circulating
gait configuration in the context of autonomous

1. INTRODUCTION exploration criteria.,
An autonomous rough terrain exploration robot

Rough terrains that occur in mining, must reliably transport payloads across the terrain.

construction, and planetary surfaces are vast Rough terrain can be characterized by-

irregular landscapes of rock, soil, and sand. The '.Three-dimensional geometry including
surface of Mars (Fig. I) is a prototypical rough, boulder-covered steep slopes, steps, and
natural terrain. Such terrain would challenge many ditches. In addition to being a locomotion
animals and defy most mechanical locomotion, challenge, this geometry creates occlusions
Exploration of rough terrain without continuous for terrain sensors. As a result, some areas in
human monitoring and with only occasional human the terrain cannot be observed and should be
interaction (termed autonomous exploration) is'an avoided.
unrealized ideal for mobile robots. An autonomous * Materials such as sand and dust whose
robot fails if it enters a situation from which it strength and stability for, vehicle support
cannot reverse-the need for extreme reliability and cannot be confidently determined by non-
safety affects the entire system, from mechanical contact sensing.
configuration to planning strategy. Unlike their
teleoperated counterparts, autonomous explorers are The combination of these factors can cause much of a
controlled by sensor-driven planning algorithms. If rough terrain's surface area to be unacceptable for
the robot configuration does not permit a feasible positive, confident vehicle support. Acceptable
strategy for planning and perception, or if the robot
is not physically suited.to rough terrain operation, 1 ... .. i on a .... "IAMILE'R is ani aesayfi' .'e Auloeomnqza. MoIt:Le. IxpIlerilom
competent autonomy is unrealizable. ,
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areas for vehicle suppori may-be sparse and non- terrain are through discrete instead of continuous
contiguous. deformations.

Straight line traverse of rough terrain is A vehicie's support polygon is defined by the
insufficient for exploration: As new information lines connecting the points of ground support when
learned during exploration modifies paths and projected on a ground plane (plane orthogonal to the
intentions, a robot must respond to ever changing gravity vector). Stability can be destibed as the
plans. It, should be capable of general motion in distance from *the vehkcle's center of gravity
rough terrain, including turning, reversing, and projected on theground plane to the polygon edge in
moving laterally. The planning requi:ed to provide the direction of interest. Most rolling vehicles have
the robot with general motion capability should be little control over their stability. Alternately, a
feasible to implement with available walker can move its body (i.e., center of gravity)
computational equipment. Since exploration robots with respect to its ground support points (feet) to
are far ranging and generate their own power, high affect its stability.
payload to weivl', ratio and extreme efficiency pose Walkers are quite amenable to the deployment
additional requirements. An exploring robot's needs -)f scientific and sampling payloads. Smooth,
configuration should also strongly consider stabl. body motion L- ideal for sensor per'pectives on
deployment needs of the payload. For instance, a the terrain. With its feet in fixed locations, a
sampling drill may need to be positioned accurately walker can precisely move its body three-
against the terrain and supported rigidly during dimensionally to position bcdy-mounted instruments
operation. and tools over, on, and into the tet rain surface.

Walking was selected as an advantageous

2. WALKING LOCOMOTION means of locomotion for rough terrain exploration.
Walkers are able to succeed with few acceptable
terrain support areas, body-terrain isolate, and

2. Advantages of Walking fox Rough Terrain providc unique benefits to scientific and sampling
Mol:-'le robot locomotion candidates include payloads. Furthermore., legged machines can

mechanisms that roll, walk, or combine rolling and optimize their stability and conserve power during
walking (Track laying mechanisms ar. grouped here traversal of rough terrains.
with rol!ing mechanisms because tracks are in
continuous terrain contact and are analogous to large Z2 Terrain Adaptive Walkers
wheels.). The fundamental difference between a Perhaps the simplest walkers that can
rolling and walking mechanism is the means by traverse rough tenrain are frame-type walkers. An
which terrain'support is provided. Wheeled example is the Komatsu underwater octopod
machines have rollers in continuous contact with the $eCUS, which consists of two rectangular frames,
terrain, while walkers suspend themselves over the each with four vertically telescoping legs-the
terrain on discrete contact points. Because ;. walker machine walks over rough terrain by supporting
only requires few support areas (footholds) itself on one four-legged frame while advancing the
compared to the continuous path required for a other frame (4). The ReCUS steers by rotating the
"wheel, a walker can traverse otherwise impassable lifted frame with respect to the supporting frame.
,terrain. A walking machine isolates its body from Since groups of legs are advanced and placed
the underlying terrain and smoothly propels its together, a frame walker's capability Is limited in
body independent of terrain details and foot terrain where many areas are deemed unsuitable for
placement. Large body lifts with respect to gravity foothold..
(e.g, climbing a step) are difficult moves for a Valike frame walkers, terrain adaptive
wheeled machine because the motion is walkers place feet indlviddally-each foot can be
accomplished by shearing the terrain-commonly moved in three dimensions to conform to the terrain.
resulting in large energy losses and unstable motion. The Adaptive Suspension Vehicle (ASV) (11),
A walker can smoothly and stably lift and lower its Aquarobot (5), and Odex I (9) are terrain adaptive
body while maintaining vertical foot forces. walkers. Terrain adaptive walkers are able to
Walking machines conserve power in rough terrain select high confidence footholds and optimize
in part because the body can be maintained at a stability even in very rough terrains. The difficulty
fairly constant orientation and elevation with of complete freedom of foot motion is that selection
respect to gravity. Additionally, power losses to of Individual footholds in rough terrain requirs

intensive modeiling and planning. The ASV lessens
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this burden by relying on its human operator to Each Ambler leg consists of a rotational and
select foothoids and plan body moves through rough extensional link that move in the horinontal plane
terrain. and an orthogonal vertical link. The Ambler's six

An alternate method that reduces the "orthogonal" legs are stacked on two central body
complexity of foothold selection is to use shafts (three legs to a shaft). The 'wo shafts are
precomputed templates that automatically place connected to an arched body structure that includes
feet in patterns with little or no consideration for four en:losures that house power generation,
the specifics of the un.erlying terrain. An electronics, computing and scientific equipment. ,
alternating tripod gait, used by the Odex I, A laser range sensor mounted atop the body
Aquarobot, and other six-leg walkers is zn exampie. builds terrain maps from which footholds are
In this gait, legs support and advance in sets of ,elected. Two sampling "pods" under the leg stacks
three. However, since patterned groups of --an accommodate large sampling tools or sensors and
acceptable footholds are required, the capability of ,an be placed in near proximity to or directly on the
this gait in rough terrain is limited. Furthermore, t-,'rain. Deep coring equipment could be housed in
during each advance cycle the vehicle's safety 's the central body shafts that extend the full height
quite vulnerable as failure of any one of the three of the walker. The Ambler's structural elements are
supporting legs would destabilize the walker. primarily aluminum construction.

3A LAmbler Operation
3. AMIBLE.R The Ambler's vertical links individually

adjust to terrain roughness and maintain the walkerThe Ambler (iig. 2 and Table 1)is a prototype in a continuous level orientation over the terrain
ro'igh terrain robot that is responsive to the basic (Fig. 3). Equal displacements on all vertical' links
;.eeds of autonomous exploration of planetary and lift or lower the body to climb or descend slopes,
lunar surfaces. Terrains considered for Ambler steps, etc. Propulsion vf the level body is achieved
mobility included slopes up to 30" with frequent by coordinated motions of the rotational and
surface features (e.g., ditches, boulders, and steps) of extensional links. Passive foot rotation allows the
up to one meter in size. Design payloads consisted of vertical links to pivot about the feet during
Scientific and sampling equipment such as tooling fr Propulsion.
grasping, digging, and deep coring (several meter).
The. power budget was taken as one kilowatt for
travel speed of 1 meter/minute. Table U: Ambler Specuications

Laser Range Sensr Dimersns

Typical walking width: 4.5 mn
Typical walking length: 3.5 m
Typical foot spacing ir dirertion of motion: 1.5 m
Height: 4.1-6.0
Mobility
Maximumnstepcrassing. 1.9m
Maximum ditch crossing- 15 m
Maximum slope with I m wide ditch on slope: 30
Weight 2
Legs and body structure 2050 kg
Vehicle e-sign weight. (with .,ayload) 3180'kg
power3

Body propulsion at 2 m/mir: 650 watts
Leg recovery: 150 watts

, smdoiu y .tb prc stm. em cumprombm wete nude
wftt mepal Is w.4ght sod 4fdenQV to gnwast baskc ws"ko

Fig. 2. Ambler N" wdut ampemas -4 s"Wd two, P,- 4W --- Ph-
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unpr,•c'-.,nted in existing walking mechanisms and
- --- in the animal kingdom.

.At times the Ambler does not utilize circulat;on
as described. Tight turns require !egs on the inside of
the turn to recover from frunt to back (rear
circulation), while the outer legs continue to
circulate forward (front circulation). For lateral
moves, the Ambler uses a traditional insect style
"ratcheting" gait in which legs do not pass through
the body during recovery.

Elevation maps are constructed, from laser range
Fig. 3: Level Body Motion sensor data. Based on the maps, a gait nlanner

determines body and leg trajectories to move the
As the body progresses, there is a point at walker toward a goal while maintaining vehicle

which the rearmost leg must be moved ahead. The safety. A grphic simulator ascertains that the
act of lifting a leg, moving i. ahc.-d, ard 'ep!-cng planned trajectories are correct. After verificatic.-
it on the terrain is termed leg "recovery". Ambler t.Jectories are passed to the robot controller and
leg recovery is quite unique; after a foot is lifted, the imposed on the walker. A task-based software
extensional link retracts and the rotational link arr!.ztecture connects these various modules and is
spins to pass the vertical link between the leS stacks *ble to coordinate multiple goals, handle
and through the body such that the foot can be contingencies, and recover from plan failures. Full
placed' ahead of other supporting feet. During discussions of the Ambler perception system and gait
propulsion, supporting legs move rearward relative planning software can be found in (1,2) and (12),
to the body. Therefore, after every six leg respectively. The Ambler's task control
recoveries each leg has completed a full revolution architecture is presented in (10).
about its respective body shaft. This leg motion, Models of the Ambler mechanism have been
termed circulation, is shown in Fig. 4 where a developed to study foot-soil interactions, powe"
sequence of six leg recoveries and subsequent body consumption, tipover, and foot slippage (8). A
propel motions are shown from left to right across comprehensive model incorporates non-conservative
the page. As the walker moves forward the bold foot-soil interactions 5n a full non-linear dynamic
leg completes a full counter-clockwise revolution formulation.
about the left se I ody shaft. During the same
period, it can be seen that all other legs have also
circulated to their original positions. Circulation is

4 6

I /

12 3 4 S 6. 7

Fig. 4: Circulating Gait. Walker advance is shown in stages from left to right. The dotted cutrve denotes the
path of a recovering leg. Leg #1, the first leg to recover, is shown in bold throughout the sequence to
emphasize circulation. After the six steps shown, all legs have completed a full revolution.



Fig. 5: Ambler Leg and Body Detail
1 - Body structure 8.- Extensional link motor-gearbox2 - Equipment enclosw'es 9 - Extensional link3 - Rotational link- 10-1 Vertical link motor-gearbox4 - Rotational link mnotor-gearbox It - Vertical link5 - Electronics box 12- Rack gear6 - Central shaft 13- Linear bearing rails7 -Slip~ing 14- l'orce wm~cr



gaits. First, since circulation places recovering feet
3.2 Electrom-mchanical Description ahead of supporting feet, the total number of foot

rach Ambler leg is identical. Fig. 5 shows placements on &he terrain is greatly reduced. A
three legs, the central shaft about which they circulating gait requires three to four times fewer
rotate, and a section of the body. Components of the foot placcments than traditional terrain adaptive
uppermost leg have been emphasized. The gaits (e.g., follow-the-leader). Foothold selection
rotational link gearbox pinion engages a large spur and leg recovery planning difficulty is a function of
gear affixed to the central shaft. The, prismatic terrain roughness-as roughness increases, fewer foot
links (extensional and vertical) are rack and pinion placements should be highly advantageous.
driven and slide on linear bearings. Each of the Furthermore, since foot placements are likely jolt
three motor-gearbox units include a permanent the vehicle's terrain modelling sensors, fewer
magnet DC motor, incremental encoder, high placemer.., should improve model accuracy.
efficiency spur gearbox, fail-safe load holding A -"cond advantage of circulation is that large
brake, and absolute encoder. A six-axis force/torque foot size does not limit rough terrain mobility. For
sensor mounted to the base of each vertical link instance, consider a rea1r-propogating follow-the-
provides a full state of force acting on the foot pad: leader gait in which trailing feet are placed

A multiple-ring slipring commutates power and adjacent to leading feet: Footholds must be large
signals from each leg to the body. Custom digital enough to accommodate two feet. Since circulation
and analog multiplexors reduce the number of does not place feet in proximity to each other,
individual rings in the slipring. On each leg, an footholds need not be oversize. The result is that
electronics box mounted to the rotational link houses foothold planning in rough terrain is less
the multiplexing hardware, motor amplihiers, and constrained and more 1;kely to succeed.
brake relays that operate the leg.

The Ambler controller is a combination, of 4.2 DecoupledBodySuplzort and Propulsion
single-board computers, motion control boards, and Several existing terrain adaptive walkers such
input/output boards on a VME bus. A common real as the MELWALK Mark-Ill (6) and Titan I1 (3)
time operating system synchronizes input/output have leg geometries that decouple body support and
and motion control. Digital boards route a variety propulsion. ThAt is, leg actuation for support is
of signals including brake control and force sensor independent from actuation for propulsion and no
control. Analog-to-digital converters read signals kinematic coupling exists between the two.
from the force sensors, absolute encoders, and Decoupling leads to advantages in efficiency,
inclinometers. A safety circuit monitors all walker planning, control, and sensor stabilization. The
motions and immobilizes the robot in response to a Ambler's vertical links support and level the body
variety of sensed unsafe conditions. over terrain, and its horizontal links, propel the

A tether connected to the body supplies power body. As the Ambler moves over terrain the body
as well as linking the robot controller, which remains level and is only raised or lowered to pass
currently resides off-board. Eventually, the large terrain features thus minimizing energy
ý.ontroller, power generation equipment, and expenditure. Once a desired vertical elevation has
telemetry equipment will be housed'in the body, and been selected, body motion planning degenerates to
the tether eliminated. position and heading in the horizontal plane.

Propulsion of the level body requ-ries only a

4. AMBLER CONFIGURATION determinate subset (three) of the horizontal
,ctuators.

ADVANTAGES Body support and propulsion decoupling is alo
advantageous during the development of planning

4-1 Circulating Crt and control software. The Ambler's decoupled
A traditional rough terrain gait is follow-the- configuration permits the vertical links to be locked

leader. The crmputer (or human operator) selects while propulsion control is developed and
front fo'-tholds and trailing feet step next to or in alternately, the planar links can be locked while
the vacated footprints of leading feet (11). There vertical control (e.g., leveling control) is developed.
are several 'reasons why the Ambler's circulating This mode of decoupled development has enabled
gait should enable it to succeed in terrains. that rapid testing and demonstration of Ambler's basic
would frustrate or impede walkers with traditional walking capabilities.
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A critical task for an autonomous explorer is
mapping its surrounding terrain. The resulting 5. EXPERIMENTATION
terrain map is the basis for planning and safeguard,
so its accuracy directly governs the capability and
reliability of the vehicle. Since the perception TheAmeri(Fig. 6) is curre nt u ergoing
sensor field of view does not include terrain under or walking experimentation on flat, compliant terrain.
to the, immediete'sides of the walker and because Development work continues, in the areas of

multiple perspectives of the same scene are required perception, gait planning, foothold selection, and

to resolve unknown and occluded areas, registration mechanism controller. Circulating gait algorithms

of multiple images is desirable to build a sufficient are being developed that allow general trajectories

map of the local terrain. Maintaining the sensor~on with curves of any radius. As perception and

a smooth, level trajectory is very advantageous to planning ability matures, terrain roughness will be

the speed and accuracy of image registration and increased.

correlation. After rough terrain capability has been
demonstrated indoors, power, computing, and

4.3 Minimal Lover LI Motion Duriiig F_ a telemetry will be moved on-board the Ambler so

As the Ambler's body is propelled, the vertical that autonomous walking can be demonstrated in
links rotate on the feet without sweeping any rough outdoo." terrains. Missions of extreme
volume-especially important in rough terrain capability and endurance are envisioned to quantify
where the lower leg could collide with obstacles the walker's ability. Sensors and, tools for sampling
and possibly become entrapped. This feature of the will be mounted on the Ambler, so that ultimate
orthogonal leg should. lessen the search for terrestrial missioni can combine long-range walking
footholds in rough terrain as feet can be placed very and sampling tasks.
near to terrain obstacles (e.g., steps or ledges). Mechanism modelling of the Ambler continues
Alternately, the. shank (lowest link) of a to provide simulated time histories and insight
pantograph style leg pivots on the foot and sweeps a about walker performance in situations that are
volume during propulsion. Allowance for this either too difficult or time consuming to test directly
additional volume must be made during foothold on the prototypewalker. Modelling and simulation
selection, and limits terrain footholds to those with results (e.g., approaches to power efficient walking)
sufficient surrounding clear space. are continuously integrated into the Ambler control

system.
4.4 Stability and Redundancy

Reliable locomotion is essential for an
autonomous mobile robot which will operate on a
distant planet. To this end, the Ambler has
excellent stability features. First, by maintaining
the body in a level configuration, foot forces .can L.e
proportioned as desired (within, bounds). For
'instance, a disproportionate amount'of the vehicle
weight could be placed on the leading legs when
hill cOmbing so that a terrain failure would result
in' a stumble into the hill instead of a rearward
tumble.

Second, the stacked orthogonal leg
configuration permits five-legged crawl gaits (i.e.,
only one legin recovery at any time) that keep the
walker stable even after the failure of any one Fig.: Ambler on iatTerain
suppoi,'ing leg (7). Finally, since legs can operate in
each other's zones, the robot can continue statically
stable operation after the failure of any two legs.
nlf-aired rro o,`s (i.e., four or five operational legs)

would prob.Wi)y not use a circulating gait.
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Abstract LASER
We describe an integrated system capable of walking over RAILS SCANNER

rugged terrain using a single leg suspended below a carriage that V i
rolls along tails. To walk, the system uses a laser scanner to
find a foothold, positions the leg above the foothold, contacts the
terrain with the foot. and applies force enough to advance the
carriage along the rails. Walking both forward and backward, COMPUTERS
the system has taversed hundreds of meters of rugged terrain
including obstacles too tall to step over, trenches too deep to step

'in, closely spaced rocks, and sand hills. The implemented syrtem
consists of a number of task-specific processes (two for planning.
two for perception, one for real-time control) and a central control
process that directs the flow of communication between processes.
Imiplementting this integrated system is a significant step toward
the goal of the CMU Planetary Rover project: to prototype an
autonomous six-legged robot for planetary exploration.

1 Introduction !D

The goal of the CMU Planetary Rover project is to prototype an 4F PA.
autonomous mobile robot for planetary exploration. The design
is a six-legged walk ng robot with orthogonal legs and an over- ROCK TRENCH
lapping gait [Bares, is proceedingsl. To successfully walk over
rugged terrain, .he ver must combine perception, planning, and
real-time control in integrated system. Figure 1: Single Leg Testbed

Recent researc toward such an integrated system has con.
centrated ont the tas of single leg walking as a special case of
six-legged walking. at distinguishes our work is the simplicity plishments of the overall project to [12).
of the Walking mech nism and the completeness and comprehen-
siveness of the con Iling system. Other research use a single 2 Single Leg Testbed
leg to isolate and stu, ly fundamental issues in balance and dynam-
ics (9. II. Our reais ns for using a simple mechanical system-it The single leg testbed contains over 40 tons of sand and a variety.
is stable both statici Ily and dynamically-Include testing algo- of obstacles in an II x 6m "sandbox- made from I-beams. It also
nthms with relative safety and ease, and coordinating design and includes a robot leg. sensors, and electronics (Fig. I).
development so that results from walking experiments influence The robot leg is a prototype design not currently used on
more quickly the ev iution of design of the six-legged walker. the six-legged Ambler (because integrated walking experiments
Previous efforts to cate a coherent robotic walking system from revealed problems early). The leg has three joints: a revolute
component research rsults have generated significant advances, shoulder, a revolute elbow, and a prismatic vertical axis. Its hor-
ror example as repor ed in (5. 6. 7. 10) pad many others. One ef izontal length is 2.5m and vertical travel is 1.5m. In the shoulder
the reasons that thes4 efforts have not proven entiie!y effecdve is and elbow axes, brushless DC servo moto" counle to the joint
thedirficulty Involv in developing each of the subsystems(e.g.. axes by an 80:1 harmonic drive speed reducer and a 3:1 bevel
locomotion. percept Dn. planning. control) thus, each research gea,. Intheverticaltxis, a bnishless DCgervomotordnves a 12:1.
effort has concentrat -don a proper subset of the Issues. speed reducer and a lead screw.

This paper desc dbes the comprehensivesystem that we have, The leg hangs from a carriage (or body) that rolls along rails.
Implemented, and pri seritsaresuits from single leg walking exper. The leg "walks" by planting the foot on the ground and actuat.
iments. We refer es den interested in the objectives and accom- Ing the shoulder and elbow motors to push or pull the carriage.
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Figure 3: lbsk Tree
Bubbles representquery messages, rectang es represent command

ScperHuman SCANNER messages. and rounded rectangles epresent gool messages.

Figure 2: Module of the Single Leg Walking System have priority. Second. centralized control makes the system more

understandable and easier to modify. Since th-re is a single point
AlthouZi the rails ars I-beams, they exhibit significant deflection through which all communication flows, one can easily monitor
due to their length and the loads applied. This deflection provides and analyze the communicadon. Finally. we have not round cen-

compliance for the system (which is good), but changes as a func- tralized control to be a system bottleneck in our applications; TCA
lion of the leg position (which is bed, because it makes accurate can process a messagein approximately 80msec faster than either
leg placement difficult), the pace or cnutrl systems operate.

l Sensor on the leg include motor shaft encoders, limit Modules can connec with the central process in any order.Sw enos and a salsg incelude sm shaf e &Mandat any time.ff a module crashes, it can be restarted and re.swilOtches, snd a six-axis i bn enn sesane sens"mounted new the onnected withot bringing down the reat of the system. Modulesfoot. Other sensors include a acanning lnase rangefinder to see interact with TCA by calling utility functions. passing as agu-
the terrain in the sandbox, a potentiometer that measures the dis-
tance travelled by the carrage. . t im ments standard C or LSP data structur When modules connect

rotation of the carriage with respect to gravity. to the central contol they Indicate which messages Zhey can han-

A control room houses three workstations connected by Eth- die by registering the message name, a handler procedure, and
the data format of the messuge. TCA also contains facilities forenmet. hardware to control the laser scanneti and a VME cage

containing a real-time control system with Its associated hardware displaying arbitrary dat suctes; we use this to lof cll messagetraffic.
(68020 single board computer Ethemet controller. A/D converter,two $0186 moincnrl¢r' n niu'cucdt •el In TCA plownntnI and executing a task occurs by, modules
thwm so 803 motiono ntroplcards), sending a series of messages to one another. For the single leg

walker., after all modules have connected to central and registered

3 Task Control Architecture their messages a ed handlrs. a message is sent to the gait planner
instructing it to begin pluingt. 7b plan and execute a complete

Simmons ot aL designed the Task Control Architecture (TCA) step involves sending about 25 nmessges.
to integrate sub-systems developed by different researchers into a These messages we of various types-each message class
complete robotic system (81. TCA provides mechanisms to sup- has a different semantics and different effects. Query messages
port message passing between distributed processes, hierarchical obtain information about the external or internal environment
planning, plan execution, monitoring th environment, and excep. Goal mesages provide a mechanism for hierarchical planning.
don handling. A system built using TCA consists of a number When a module issues a goal message. TCA creates a node and
of task-specific processes, called modules. and a general centrea adds it as a child of the node associated with the handler that
consm process that directs the flow of communication between issued the message. These nodes form a hierarchical task tree that
modules. The single leg'welking system consisisof six modules TCA ases to schedule planning and execution of tasks (Fig. 3).
plus the central control (Fig. 2). Command nmesges arn requests for some action to be perforaed.

A prominent aspectofrTCA is centralized contmt. Although Llik goal mesag•es TCA adds them to the task tree; typically.
researchers have recently advocated decentiralzed control for mo. they form the lea nodes of the m.
bile robots, e.g 131. the TCA designers believe that centralized In addition to specifying parenvchlldren relationships in the
control has, many advantages for supporting the above capabili. task tree, TCA provides mechanisms for temporally constraining
ties. First. It can mom easily control multiple tasks by synchio. the relationships between nodes in the tree. Essentially. the tak
nizing themn aUocating resources, and determining which tasks tress plus te temporal consitraints form TCA's representation of
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plans. For example, one can specify that command A must be exerted on the foot decrease rapidly, indicating that the foot has

executed before command B is started, or that goal C cannot be lost contact with the ground, the controller halts.

planned until command B has finished. TCA maintains separate
constraints for the planning and achievement of tasks-thus, one 5 Perception
could specify that the robot should go to a sample site and then The perception system consists of two major modules: the Imag-
acquire a sample, butthatt tshouldplanhow(andif) it can acquire ing Sensor Manager OSM). which ,enses the environment with
the samp!e before planning how to navigate to the site. a scanning laser rangefinder: and the Local Terrain Map Man-

Unlike query messages, goal and command messages are ager (LTM Manager), which constructs elevation maps from the
non-blocking. i.e.. a goal or command message has not necessarily rangefinder data. Readers will find a higher level account of the
been handled by the time control returns to the module issuing the perception system in [I1 and a lower level account in (4].
message. This asynchronous control makes the overall system The ISM operates the imagirg sensors, including initializa-
more reactive since the central process controis when to schedule

task an whe toprempt hem Th nonblokin natre f bn, status determination, data acquisition, calibration. -aiming.
tas~..s end when to preempt them. The non-blcking nature of and other operations. The ISM has been implemented and tested
goal and command messages also makes it easy to do planning for the Erim and Perceptron scanning laser tangefinders. These
in advance of execution. The planning modules merely send sensors may be real (i.e., they acquire data in real-time from the
messages that create task trees, and TCA ensures that the tasks physical sensor) or virtual (i.e., they acquire data from storage,
will be executed at the appropriate times, not directly from the sensor). We have found virtual devices and

In addition to separating planning and execution, TCA uses virtual images to be useful for developing and testing code without
a separate mechanism to perform exception handling. Goal and hardwari.
command messages. when they detect plan-time and execution- The LTM Manager constructs and maintains a local terrain
time failures, respectively, issue exception messages. The central map (LTM)' for locomotion guidance, short-range navigation, and
control suspends the current task and routes the exception to the sampling operations. An LTM describes the environment in the
appropriate user-defined handler. There, the exception handler immediate vicinity of the Ambler, and may extend up to tens of
can analyze the failing task tree and deciks how to manipulate it meters on a side. An LTM is not. strictly speaking. a single map;
to recover from the error, for instance, by kling part of the task in practice, it is a registered collection of maps, whose descriptions
tre or by adding new nodes to the tree to patch the plan. of the environment include geometric characteristics and material

4 Real- me Control properties of the terrain. We have organized the software into
three major submodules: one that builds the LTM. one that merges

The control software runs on the real-time system under the vx- LTMs. and one that focuses attention on prts of the LTM that are

Works (TM) operating system, and communicates to the rest of closer to the vehicle (not described here).

the system through TCA. The controller performs three tasks: it The LTM Builder constructs an LTM from P -ingle frame

executes leg and body movementi and reports their positions; it of sensor data by transforming the raw sensor observations into
communicates with the user (either a peson or a process); and it a structured description of the terrain in the local vicinity of the
handles at n ochrorous interrupts generated by the motion control vehicle. The implementation uses the Locus Method (41 to trans.
cards. This section discusses only the first of these tasks. form the input raw range images into an output elevation map.

Given a series of points in joint space (way-points), the In addition, the LTM Builder computes the uncertainty of the es-
controller actuates the leg motors so that the leg passes through timated elevations, analyzes elevation map patches as. footholds,
each. It computes the time required for the slowest joint to move and estimates the mean slope over elevation map patches.
between successive way-points, and thin scales the speeds of The LTM Merger maintains the LTM to reflect the infor-
the other joints so that all arrive simultaneously at each way- mation contained in a sequence of maps constructed by the LTM
poinLt To smooth the motion, the controller links way-points with Builder. The implementation of the LTM Merger accepts as in-
constant velocity segments which in turn it connects by constant put the. LTM L4 constructed from range images lo, It. and
acceleration segments. If the user specifies the last path segment the LTM Lt,! constructed from range image Ialt. It generates as,
to be in transition mode, then tho controller places the foot on the ouput the LTM e4., by replaoing overlapping elevation measure.
ground and loads it up to a specified force. melts with the maximum likelihood estimate of the elevation. The

Once it achieves the desiaed load on the leg. the controller mergingoperadon is necessarybecausema•p created from a single
movestde bodyby actuating th shoulderardelbowjoints to move froame of date do not, in general, contain enough information to
at given velocities, not to given positions. It performs this at about accomplish even simple tasks. For example, consider the task of
60Hz, which differs sufficiently from the latural frequency of the planning the trajectory of a recovering leg. Because' the scanner
-system to preclude resonance. The controller computes the joint looks forward, the map constructed from a single forwald-looklng
velocities by applying the inverse Jecobian to the Cartesian body range image can not possibly see obstacles either below or behind
velocity, which Is a clipped. linear function of the error between the the vehicle. These obstacles pose teal threats to the recovering leg.
current and commanded body positions. Due to non-linearitles of which must follow a trajectory that avoids collisions with them.
the soystm, this causes overshoot of the joints from their nominal Thus, the merging operation is necessary to create an LTM that
position given a perfectly linea system. This overshoot takes the
form of stored strain energy. The controller dissipates the strain 'To eliminate ay nossible confusion about the tenrinology. we mWea
before unloading the leg. otherwise the foot could drag across the to distinguish the LTM. owhbih is a dat stucturme, from the LTM Manager,
ground. possibly hitting an obstacle. If at any time the forces which is a pmos. ...
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provides a wider coverage of the terrain than is possible with a
single frame of data. W

T6 Planning -

The planning problems for single leg walking include deciding "
where to place the leg, how to move it there, and.how far to move
the carriage at each step. The planning system consists of two -

modules: the gait plannter chooses footholds and body advances. . 4
and the leg-recovery planner identifies trajectories from the current
leg position to the planned foothold. .- . '

The gait planner computes cost maps that indicate the "good- . , " ,,.

ness" of each potential foothold on a 10cm grid. It assigns costs •.- A LA ,

based on the following constraints: 1) flat terrain is preferable
both for stability and for providing traction in moving the body; - -

2) the c.rriage can advance farther from some footholds than from :.. _q.,....
others; 3) leg configurations 41 which horizontal links obstruct the - " -
scanner field of view are undesireable; 4) the leg can not Teach • -- - -". ,• ""'*'

areas outside its kinematic limits or ones surrounded by high ob-

stacles (including other legs, for the six-leg case): 5) the leg can
not reach terrain that is too high or too low (recall that the body Figure 4: Onstacle Course

height is fixed). The gait planner combines the cost maps using The obstacle course is 10m long and consists of a box (right) too

a weighted sum. It selects as the foothold the grid point with the tall for the leg to step over. a"steeplechase"-rrangementofpylons

lowest cost in the composite cost map. It plans the body move that (center) lying on the ground, two larger obstacles (left and upper

is the minimum of 1) the largest advance possible from the chosen center) separated by about Im, and adozen or so smaller obstacles.

foothold, and 2) a user-defined threshold.2

Advantages of this constraint-based approach are that the
planner does not have to commit a priori to which constraint is trajectory by selecting vertical moves that minimize the risk to the
most important, and it is easy to add new constraints as relevant machine while maintaining the optimality of the path found.
ones Wre identified. Although this' approach could result in high
computational costs, in practice the planner is fastrelative to other 7 Experiments
computations.

While the gait p!annr doicides where to set £te foot. the leg. After the single leg testhed became operational in May 1989, we
recovery planner determines the trajectory to that position without performed a series of tests on half a dozen obstacle courses. Fig.
hitting obstacles. The leg-recovery planner uses a novel algo- 4showsoneof them, andFig. 5 illustrates a mapofitconstructed
rithm that finds time and power efficient moves through three. by the perception system. Te courses combine obsscles that are
dimensional space while searching only a two-dimensional space, too tall to step over, obstacles separated by distances smaller than
thus considerably increasing the efficiency of the planning. the diameter of the foot. abefncer too deep to step in. and sand hills

The planner creates a configuration search space for the el- with a variety of slopes. The criteria for a successful traversal are
bow and shoulder joints. It divides the space into a discrete grid to reach the goal and to void contact with any obstacle.
approximately 0.1 radian wide, and fills the grid with obstacles. For each trial, first we activate the integrated system sh6wn
It grows terrain obstacles and other legs (for the six leg case) by in Fig. 2. Then we issue a command to walk forward to the end
the radius of the foot plus an uncertainty factor. The planner then of the testbed (about 1on). After this, the integrated system is
searches this space using the A* algorithm for the minimum cost entirely autonomous as it plans and executes the walking cycle of
path (weighting power and time by a user-specified ratio) to the moving the leg and propelling the body along the rails.
goal, either by going around or over obstacles. It computes the The integrated system successfully negotiated all of the ob-
power consumed to reach a grid cell from an adjacent cell as the stacle courses. It traversed the course in Fig. 4 seven consecutive

-sum of the power needed to move the elbow and shoulder joints' times during one afternoon. It traversed comparable courses more
to get to the cell, plus the power needed to raise the leg above the than thirty times. In some'of the trials, the system also walked
elevation associated with that cell. It computes the time required backward, using the map built by the perception system while
to get to a cell by keeping track of I) all possible paths that the walking forward. This was surprisingly easy: the system could
leg can take in reaching a particular-grid cell. and 2) the maximum always follow a successful forward traverse by a successful back-
and minimum heights that the leg can reach at any particular cell. ward tra4verse.
assuming that the leg lifts/lowers at full speed while moving hori- Not all forward walking trials were successful, Failures
zontally. At the end of the search, the planner determines the final include stepping on obstacles, and grazing them with the leg. To

diagnose these failures is challenging. To illustrate the difficulty,

suppose that the leg strikes an obstacle. What went wrong? The
ITne thneshol canno exceed t maximum body advanceof 3.9m. In fault could be in any of the subsystems. The perception system

,oder to take morn steps per expenment, typically we use I.5m. .,,may have Ct rnputed am inaccurate map, incorrectly determining
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Figure 5: Elevation Map of Obstacle C3urse - I"
The perception system built this elevation map from five range[ L==
images acquired at different positions. The map resolution is F1 E ] si;P

10cm. 0 <X_< 3m, and 4 < Y_< 12m. 40 j

the obstacle location. The planning system may have chosen a
poor foothold or an erroneous leg trajectory. The controller may
have executed poorly a perfect plan. Or any combination of the : .
former factors could cause the fault. E".11 ,step

During the walking trials, we identified the the following . [ 4
combination of factors to be responsible for the largest number F
of failures: I) the perception system sometimes underestimates 6:00-
the possible error in the perceivcu location of an obstacle. 2) the MNO

controller does not compensate for the change in leg positioning
accuracy as a function of body position,3 3) the gait planner, F
working without models of the above deficiencies, is sometimes ED
more eager to advance to the goal (i.e., plan longer steps) than to :00......
;teer clearof obstacles (i.e.. plan steps that sacrifice body advance
for obstacle avoidance).

We find the average walking velocity to be on the order of ,sto

one meter per minute. Since we have not dedicated much effort 8:00 -f

to optimizing either hardware or software, this statistic may not
be particularly meaningful. One version of the integrated system
achieves nearly continuous walking (Fig. 6). It concurrently
executes one step while planning the next step(s). exploiting the
temporal constraint mechanisms of TCA. 9:00

8 Discussion
We have described an integrated system that combines advanced Figure 6: Nearly Continuous Walking
techniques in perception, control, and planning into a compre. The figure shows when processes are active during one obstacle
hensive whole. Experiments show that the system can perform course traversal using concurrent planning and execution. Num-
capable and fairly reliable single leg walking on rough terrain. bets in the left column indicate time. The controller is idle between

Steps 2 and 3 because the leg recovery planner takes longer than
usual to plan a complex trajectory around (not over) the large box

3 Due to variable compliance of the fail@, the ertor, in leg positionin*, shown In Fig. 4.
row with the dintance Wlor g the lils from the body to the clovest achoring

wal. Thus, the errors are larger in the middle of the tesibed than at the
ends.
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The major impetus for the single leg walking research pro- This research was sponsored by NASA under Grant NAGW
gram was to gain experience for six leg walking. In that regard, 1175. The views and conclusions contained in this document are
the project is quite successful. We have gained insight into con- those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing
trolling the legged mechanism. calibrating the leg and scanner, the official policies, either expressed or implied, of NASA or the
planning in the face of uncertainties and conflicting constraints. US Government.
and coordinating a distributed software system.
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Abstract: Mobile robots that autonomously explore tight maneuvers and rugged terrain, the sequence of leg
rugged natural terrain must be highly adept at locomotion movements may not be periodic or fixed but may vary
requiring competent planning strategies in addition to a continuously. In this context, gait planning is often a
capable vehicle. We propose and explain a hierarchy of moment-by-moment analysis'of which leg should be
planning strategies for a walking robot, the Ambler. The moved, and approximately where it should be placed. Leg
hierarchy decomposes planning into levels of trajectory, and body moves that achieve a given trajectory can be
gait, and footfall. An abstraction of feasible travemsability generated by a gait planner that incorporates pattern
allows the Ambler's trajectory planner to identify constraints to search for the best next move.
acceptable trajectories by finding paths that guzrantee Individual footfalls are the specific terrain contact
footfalls without specifying exactly which footfalls. Leg points that are derived from the gait pattern. The horse's
and body moves that achieve this trajectory can be ability to avoid rocks and fences as it gallops is evidence
generated by the Amblers gait planner which incorporates that the specific foot contact is allowed some variatiop
pattern constraints and measures of utility to search for the within the constraints of the gait pattern. By combining
best next move. By combining constraints from the constraints from the kinematics of the mechanism with
kinematics of the mechanism with constraints from the constraints from the quality and details of the terrain, a
quality and details of the terrain, the Ambler's footfall footfall planner can select footfalls that insure stability
planner can select footfalls that insure stability and remain and remain with~n the tolerances of the gait.
within the tolerances of the gait.

Introduction The Ambler Walking Robot
Mobile robots that autonomously explore -ugged Rugged terrain is characterized by featureless landscapes

natural terrain must be highly, adept at locomotion of sand and rock containing obstacles of irregular
requiring competent planning strategies in addition to a geomnetry. Mining, construction and waste disposal sites,
capable vehicle. We propose and explain a hierarchy of and planetary surfaces am examples of rugged terrain. The
unique planning strategies for a walking robot. These Martian surface typifies thes. environments. (Figure 1)
strategies decompose rough terrain navigation into levels
of resolution that allow novel abstractions and 7

simplifications of the problem. Separate planners in a
hierarchy can cooperate effectively if the decomposition is
correct. For localized walking, on the scale of fifty
meters, planning can be decomposed into levels of
trajectories, gaits, and footfalls.

Trajectories link position and orientation objectives 'q
the environment. The trajectories intended here afe
analogous to the trajectories that connect the knotpoints,
(-goals, in the configuration space of a standard fixed.
base manipulator. An abstraction of "feasible
traversability" allows a trajectory planner to identify
acceptable trajectories without concern for details at lower
levels in the hierarchy by finding paths that guarantee
acceptable footfalls without specifying exactly which Figure 1 - Surface of Mars frmn a Viking Lander
footfalls.

,A gait is a sequence of leg and body moves. The usual Although the problems involved in rugged terrain
context of gait studies is the regular, periodic navigation have been investigated, the vehicles used in
combinations of legs on the ground and leg motions, these experiments have been primarily wheeled or tracked
These different patterns generate trots, canters, gallops and loconimtors. [Rosenblatt88] [Stentz89l Legged vehicles
so forth. Walking robots in very rough terrain have a offer advantages in control of stability, isolation from
completely different set of constraints. For maximum terrain irregularities. power consumption, and rough
stability, only one leg is moved at a time. Because of the terain capability.
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The Ambler, for autonomous n.ohile exploratory in which three legs move while three support, and crab
robot, is a walking 'robot built at Carnegie Mellon walking which is an alterrnting tripod in the lateral
University to traverse rugged terrain with high reliability. direction. Follow-the-leader, ratchet or wave gaits, where
(Figure 2) [Baresg0] The Ambler is a unique mechanism some legs move to new locations while others adjust into
with six legs each of which consists of two links in the available locations - in the manner of centipede - are
horizontal plane, one rotational and one extensional, and also possible for the Ambler.
one extensional link in the orthogonal, vertical plane. The Ambler's primary modc. of walking is a circulating
The rotational links are stacked around two central shafts gait. This gait, which has no natural counterpart, is
with three legs on each and are able to rotate performed by lifting a rear trailingleg, passing t through
continuously. The horizontal iinks permit planar motion the body cavity, and placing it out in front of a leading
of the leg and the vertical extensional link provides leg. When this circulation of the rear legs to the front is
motion of the foot down to ground contact, repeated six times, all six legs will have made a complete

circulation of their stack axis. The circulating gait can
LA,,t ' '"' reduce the number of footfalls per equivalent body advance

to less than that of any naturally occurring gait. By
Baody circulating one stack -forward and one stack back

(retrograde) the Ambler can turn in place. Through proper
selection of gait and foot placement, the Ambler can
follow an arc of any radius (from zero for a point turn, to
infinity for a straight line).

Trajectories
Trajectories define the desired vehicle path through ten

to twenty meters of terrain, limited by the sensor field of
view. The Ambler needs a trajectory planner that can
contend with occluded regions, limited resolution, and the
computational explosion of potential paths, and still find

Sunpft Pod/ acceptable trajectories to follow. It must enable the
Ambler to avoid vehicle-sized obstacles and otherwise
,'npassible regions. The challenge of trajectory planning
fcor a walking vehicle is to find an abstraction for
traversability that is tractable to calculate but does not

Figure 2 - Ambler Walking Robot simplify the problem to the point that only the most ideal
On-board sensing consists of a scanning laser range- cases can be addressed.

finder and foot-mounted force-torque sensors. The range It is possible, but undesirable, to search for a trajectory
finder is used to generate depth maps of the terrain. by enumerating and testing each potential footfall and the
[Kweon89] At close range the depth maps are of high actuating motions. This would have the advantage of
resolution suitable for selecting individual footfalls, while finding all possible trajectories, but is unreaiistic for
at long range they provide adequate information to actual operation. The difficulty is the overwhelming
determine the traversability of distant terrain. The force- amount of data to consider. Any exhaustive approach is
to&que sensors provide support information about the infeasible in all but the simplest cases.
terrain and the stability of the current stance, the static The opposite apprach to exhaustive search is to select
arrangement of the legs and body. Although the specific trajectories through "inooth" or "easy" terrain, as
position of the legs changes the overall height, width and determined by a simple terrain-smoothness operation, and
length 'of the Ambler, a typical stance is 5 meters tall, 4.5 gamble that, as the robot approaches each point along the
meters wide and 3.5 meters long. pari, suitable footfalls will be found. Such an abstractionThe orthogonal leg design of the Ambler decouples operates quickly but may generate infeasible trajectories,
horizontal and vertical motions for energy and planning or overlook fersible trajectories, because its abstraction of
efficiency. Each vertical link adjusts to the terrain terrain over-generalize
roughness so that the Ambler remains constantly level The Ambler uses a strategy that improves on both of
providing a stable platform for sensing and sampling these approaches, by developing a terrain representation
operations. that reduces the computational and data representation

The Ambler walks by lifting a leg vertically, swinging complexity, without losing the ability to distinguish
it in the horizontal plane. extending it down to terrain feasible from infeasible trajectories. The result of this
contact, and then gliding the body forward at level planner is a path with high probability of successful
elevation by coordinated actuation of the joints in the execution without the expense of individual foot
supporting legs. The Ambler can perform any of the gaits placement emunetiao.
associated with hexapods including the alternating tripod.
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The most difficult part of trajectory planning for the impassible intermediate terrains. Failure indicates that the
Ambler it determining where, on the terrain, the vehicle trajectory planning should be repeated at finer resolution.
can fe.sibly stand. Models of the robot's kinematic There is a clear relationship betweer, the complexity of the
capabilities, maneuverability, and support constraints terrain and the resolution of trajectory planning required.
p.ovide reasonable measures that can be used to evaluate '3iven a traversable passage, a specific path has to be
terrain for traversability. The important considerations for found for the Ambler to follow. The Ambler lacks the
stability are the body height and feasible footfall non-holonomic constraints foun., in most conventional
locations. Minimum body height is limited by the wheeled vehicles. It posses the ability to vary its foot
highest point below the vehicle. Given the minimum placement and perform omnidirectional body motion.
body height, a set of feasible footfalls ame determined by Unlike a car, it "* not constrained to navigate along arcs
maximum vertical leg extension and feasible horizontal greater then some minimum radius - turps of zero radius
leg placements. The strategy for a given x andy position .sý possible. Although this is attractive from the
is to: standpoint of agility, it complicates the planning process.

0 Calculate the'minimum Ambler height s. -,e body or A sequence of point-turn to face the goal, move in a
sweeping legs just contacb- tlr h ighest point of straight line to the goal position, and point-turn to the
searbytepring lgjgoal orientation, can connect any positional objectives b,
nearylterrain, the shortest path but not necessarily by the least numbez

0 Find all reachable footfalls. Footfalls must be of footfalls. In many cases an arc is a more efficient
acceptable in vertical extension as well as horizontal trajectory between goals. The planning strategy must
reach. identify the best path within the traversable area tq attain

a Examine the set of reachable terrain points to identify positional goals and we are currently exploring ways of
Eamineh set of rea hfootfalls terrain providetstadeny selecting such a path. We will be developing measures of
a set of five feasiblf footfalls aist provide stable the relative expense in energy, time, and stability of
support. (Figure 3) If a set exists, then' this terrin various arcs and transitions, and using them to search for
patch will support the vehicle; if not, it is the best path. A method developed on the Carnegie
impassibLn. Mellon Navlab, to build a configuration space using

similar metrics, holds promise for the Ambler as well.
[Stentz89l The actual selection of a trajectory is then a
search through feasible positions and orientations in the
configurations from the start point to the goal.

Gaits
When the vehicle trajectory has been designated, a gait

that executes this trajectory efficiently must be planned.
The trajectory may be complicated. It may include turns,
reversals, and lateral motions. Much of the research
performed to date on gaits concerned itself with either

Figure 3 - Low traversable, hiih traversable and impassible analyzing the patterns underlying the gait or the
terrains. realization of a particular gait on a physical mechanism.

In moderate terrain, it is possible to look at larger Although this has succeeded in identifying the major
xr:as of terrain. If the maximum difference in elevation elements which characterize a gait (such as the pitch
cver an- area of terrain is less than the leg stroke, the range which is the spacing between legs along the direction of
of vertical leg extensions, then all points in that area are motion and the tread which is the distance from the
feasible footfalls, and the terrain is automatically direction of motion to the foot) as well as several
traversable. This simplification is particularly useful in dominant gait pauefts (like alternating tripod and follow-
mo,.erate terrain characterized by small surface slope and the-leader) a method for generating a gait from basic.
sparse obstacles. characteristics has not been forthcoming.

In ýhe opposite extreme there are pathological cases in Walking can be generated by combining several
which twe Ambler can stand in various locations in the independently-operating behaviors as demonstratea on a
terrain but cannot move from one to the next. This recent walking insect roboL [Brooks90] The walking
generally occurs when the number of changes in leg insect featured a rear-propogated wave gait implemented as
placement from one stance to the next is high. Such a finite state machine, with legs adapting to minimize the
failure, cases indicate two things. First, that the terrain is body tilt. This algorithm is similar to that employed by
extremely complex - subsequent failure by lower level the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle (ASV) and the
planners will indicate that it is impassible.. Second, the MELWALK III vehicle. [Song88] [Kaneko89] The
trajectory planner is not operating at fine enough walking insect was also able to learn to walk by
resolution 6, position and/or orientation to detect converging on regular pattern of motion. This was

particularly interesting because it. demonstrated the
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fundamental naua.. of t•ie alternating tripod gait and the
notion that gait is cssentially a pattern generation
problem.

The ASV demonstated the feasibility of rugged terrain
locomotion with a legged vehicle, using a human
"planner". [LeeS8] Various gaits were developed for
traversing moderately difficult terrain. In order to
overcome large obstacles,, however, pre-programmed ( .
v alking modes for specific classes of obstacles (ditches,
walls, hills) had to be initiated by the operator. More
desirable is a mode-less form of walking in which the
direction of travel gen.zrates the gait, rather than by
selection from a discrete set of options. The ideal mode-
less walking is a smooth glide over terrain with no rough
transitions.

The significant gait characteristics necessary to achieve
arbitrary motion are the length anti direction of the stride,
the width of its stance, and the sequence of leg icoveries. Figure 4 - Five Leg Conservative Support Polygon
A global search for appropriate values quickly leads to a When six legs are in contact with the ground, as during
combinatorially explosive situation, even for t:hort vehicle a body move, the CSP is generally a quadrilateral thatmotion. Such global optimization is unneccssary - gait subsumes all the five leg conservative support polygons.
is a local phenomenon. The choice of a footfall or body (Figum
move at one point in time rarely has any relevance to
footfalls or body moves far in the future. It must be
opportunistic to take advantage of the vehicle's current
configuration, desired path, and terrain. The primary
constraints governing gaits are also local in nature, such
as maintaining &,ibility and maintaining advance. In order
to plan a gait that satisfies these constraints, some degree
of forward search is necessary. Otherwise, there is the
obvious danger that obstacles would not be detected until •,
they impeded vehicle advance. A more subtle danger is
that a stance, at thr limit of its support or kinematic
constrairits, may not be able to move into the next stance 111 I
without violating a constraint.

Several abstractions are useful in planning within these
constraints. The support polygon for a stance is the
minimum bounding polygon, on the ground plane, that
includes all leg-ground contact points. As long as the
vehicle's center of force (approximately the center of Figure 5 - Six U..g Conmervitive Support Polygon
gravity for a slow-moving vehicle) is held above the
support polygon, the vehicle is statically stable. If five The CSP abstraction is useful in the planning process
legs ame -A the ground while the sixth is recovering, the because it provides limitations on the movement of the
support polygon is generally a pentagon. If one of the body and this in trin limits the footfalls that must be
five supporting legs fails, either due to mechanical failure considered. (Figure 6) A feasible sequence of stable
or soil collapse, the support polygon wouldbe reduced to moves must chain together moves so 'that the body can
a quadrilateral. Considering the failure of each of the legs glide from one CSP to the next.
in turn generates a number of support polygons equal to
the number of supporting legs. The intersection of these
polygons is the conservative support polygon (CSP) -
the area that gives guaranteed static support even if any
one ef the supporting legs fails. When five legs are in
contact with the ground, as during a leg recovery, the CSP
is usually a pentagon. (Figure 4).
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Figure 6 - Wdking with contimnous CSP security

To maintain productive advance the abstraction o(
the most productive rotation and mnslatiom. Each stack

must be maintaHe in its reachable volume. (Figure 7)
The crescent shaped regions are kinematically feasible
based on the leg placements. Any ranslatio and mrtto Figur 7. Stack Rechabc e Spece: Short Piich/ Wide Tread and
that maintains each stack in its respective cnscent is L Pmq h/Narrw Tread
allowable. A search through this space quickly identifies Choosing constant pitch and tread lends itself to travel
the possible motion along may arc in space. The along an arc because as the body changes orientation along
intesecdn of the CSP and stlk reachability Constnt the arc the preferred footfalls distribute unifortmly. Fixing
limit the next body move. the pitch and tread for walking along an arc means that theGiven the stack reachable space and CSP const-aint feet on the outside o( the am must be recovered more often
abstrac o there are two different antd complementay than those on the inside. For arcs of small radius the
ways of computing standard gaits: either as pattern of forward pitch and tread of the stack to the inside of the
uniform stances which are modified based on the desied t mre out o(reach when the alternate backward pitch and
vehicle motion, or as a combination of evaluated featur' tread we reachable so the action is to retrograde on the
which coopeme oo determine a preferred foot placement so inside.- Turns that are nearly'centered on one set of feet
that body motion may continue. mould bind on each other and require occasional shuffle

A uniform patterned circulaung gait is set by fixing step&
the pitch and tread at constant values. The difficulty is This strategy of adjusting the pitch and tread values
choosing values ,that optimize progress along a given bondon the intended motion and using the stack-reachable
trajectory. For example, by moving the legs in, clow to space and CSP to constrain each move has demonstrated
the body laterally, and reaching far forward (now tread the generalized arc walking that was desired for the
and klng pitch) dhe body can propel the largest distance Ambler.
forward and backward. However., by swetching out to the The advantage of the uniform pit approach is that
sides with narrow spacing the between the legs (short planning is greatly simplified - the number of options to
pitch ad wide tread) the gremst rotation is possible. consider a each leg move is reduced - and progress along

the trajecto/y is near optimal. The algorithm specifies the
ideal locations of foodalls on moderate terrain. If there are
obstacles, or if the legs sut in an irregular configuration,
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other constraints are considered as well. The ideal footfall can be classified as pertaining to either the robot
footfalls, plus the other constraints are algebraically configuration or the terrain characteristics. For example, a
combined as utility functions by considering each factor walking robot just as a standard robotic manipulator, has
that impedes body advance. workspaces that it can reach. Given the gait, a fixed

There are four ways in which the legs cau constrain reachable space is defined. This reachable space constrains
body motion: (1) conflicts among the legs, (2) conflicts the set of possible footfalls. Terrain features such as the
between a leg and the body, (3) leg kinematic limits, or slope and traction of the terrain can also be evaluated to
(4) when the body exceeds its conservative support provide constraint to the planning problem.
polygon. When one of these constraints is reached, the Constraints can be classified into discrete and
planner evaluates metrics to determine where to recover continuous. (Table 1) Discrete constraints are those that
the appropriate leg. Metrics for the local advance (the must be met by a potential footfall. For example, a
advance over the ne-.t body move), the global advance (the footfall must be within reach of the robot at the time the
advance possible until the recovered leg must be recovered leg is recovered. Continuous constraints are those that
again), and the area of the support polygon are normalized' have a scaled effect and therefore can be minimized to
and multiplied to determine each potential leg move's identify least constrained, or most desirable, footfalls.
relative 'merit. (Figure 8) These constraints, when -
combined, determine a footfall that maintain. vehicle Robot Terrain Features
stability and advance. These utility metrics are all very Configuration
local in nature; thus, the gait produced at this stage is Discrete Maximum Reach Maximum
locally optimal, but may be globally sub-optimal. Minimum Reach Elevation
Determining the proper foot to recover is simple in the Minimum
cases of kinematic limits since the offending leg can be Elevation
identified directly. Continuous Body Advance Roughness

T Visibility
Tabe 1- Implemented Footfall Constraints

The strategy for footfall planning is that discrete
constraints threshold the evaluation spxce and then
continuous constraints are combined in a adjustable
weighting fanction. This weighting function combines
measures of teachability, visibility, and potential body
advance robot configuration constraints with elevation and
roughness terri featire constraints to produce a relative

Figure S - Leg Placement (in configurton spwe): Glowu scaling, or cost map, of the appropriateness of each

Advuw.. Ltcal Advanc,. Area and Combined Cost Maps f

When legs interfere, the ieg with the larger
unobstructed shoulder swing is chosen froin the legs
involved. Because the Ambler uses a circular gait,
recovering this leg generally produces a larger body
advance.

Through stages of refinement the Ambleres gait plumer
generates a uniform gait through easily travesable terrain
but still selects acceptable leg and body moves in difficult
terrain or transitions.

Footfalls
The gait selected by the gait planner prescribes the

preferred leg placemert area and provides reasonable
assurance that a good footfall will exist. Within this area,
approximately a square meter, it is necessary to examine
the terrain and vehicle configuration to select the exact
point of terrain Contact. By combining feature such as
terrain roughness, required reach of the leg, and the
complexity of the step in a geometrical representation the
footfall planner selects the bes foc l kt. F3 9 from upper left)- Terrain elevation.

There we a number of potential evaluation criteria for cerrein flimm md W4 advm evaluations and the

selecting acceptable footfalls. Considerations for a single
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The resultant cost map of the terrain locations scales
the relative appropriateness of each footfall. The best
location to place the foot can then be selected from the Acknowledgements
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Abstract analgorith for selecting the object location hypothesis automatically

An important goal of a plaretary exploration mission is to Collect and insection 5.
analyze surface samples. As pait of the CMLI Ambler project, we are
investigating techniques for colleting samples using a robot wmandi 2 Image acquisition and feature
a range sensor. The aim of this work isto make the sample collectiona extraction
operation fully autonomnous. We describe in this paper the compo.
wasiL of the expenmtrental system that we have developed inc!uding a In order to manipulate objects. we weed an accurate desciption of their

perception modu le that extracts objects of ineetfrom range images shape. This implies that we need to use a sensor that can sense the
and produces models of Wther shapes, and a manipulation module that 3-D surfaces obaerved in a scenie. Therefore; ftP only possibility is to
enables the system to pick up the objects idetified by the perception ona muuior that measures ranme data. Many rnge sensing technuques
module. We have tested the syse on a sma~l tesibed using tstuald we available (3]. The range senaru that we are currently using is an
terrain. atov scatter that consists of a projecuar equipped with a computer.

cotolled LCD screeni and a camera (14]. The projector illuminates
1 Introduction th cn hog the L A.Dsre As several illuminations pattens

One of the most importate gash of a planetary exploration misnion is are proojctd the corresponding images of the ocene are col~lected by
to collect and analyze serrain saimples. As peni of the CMU Ambler the camera. The -ug to each point in the seeis recovered from
project 12). we awe aivest-iq sacbaques for assonomatsly collecting the shape of the projected ptterns. The output of the sensor is set of
samples. We have developed a syte do a bet olets ok four 256* 256 images: an mitens"t image and three images, X, Y,
uting computer vision and pisanning. Our golist evnual mie l sand Z tW Cotuain the three coordinates of the three spatial coordinaten
the system nto the Ambler system, a sia-legged sebonomous robot for of eaca piel The coordinstes =t with respect to a fixed referenicc
planetary -xlrain fitiur defined at calibration now The spatial and rang resolution of

We hove developed a rock sonpling sy this tehades: a robot thsensor is appropriate for this application in which we need high-
arm. a range finder. and a smal terna mock-" that cotan sot n resolution ineasuementsa at close rimp. We currently use the intensity
small focks. The goa of the rock inpliag sy ist tao idetifuiy, locme iag for only display nPmsa although it could also be used in the
and pickup rocks fronm the terrain. The- -~ Bow of the rock sapling object emaraenoni algorithis (121.
system is shown in Figure 2. Firm an range imWae dofth scon is taken Fqwa' 3 and 4 show then inags of two wCefts. The upper left
and features we extracted from the =ap (Sectio 2Y. 7The features m h nmtyiae h t twee image" h odnt
surface features such as surface discontnuitio; tha we used to exaract in5ea The coordinate images we coded an ? 4 bits a ddisplayed on
the objec bowmdanres. Then the cona asof the objects in. the scen we I bitS which accs'ounrr the pldceffect in thon se p. lFigure 5
extracted. Sincwe. an dealing with Imea] nvve we maic m Anl a 3101display of the dar fitlFigure 3
very weak asseumptions on the possible shape of the objects and on the . Onen mage as actlaired dhe cean mop ia to em n features of
dis~mbuii of the features in the iago. To bodle those cooorawin we do __s tha ca help5 exrc do c uo -1i the envoron-
have developed a new shape examctiom algoruha (Sectio 3.1) based sooMany Idiffern types of fooneu a be ea ted from range
an te coep o deformable contrns. The sofa patien oniosed by MI (4) front -IO faces t local eztesmaf the pmicipa
the conboow of an objec is approainmed by a suaqadicinao (sec. ewvweam (5). HuWever. nmo of tose techeiques1 not apply to
umo 31.) In time cases the object teprenetsnion usig supeequaodrijs Ws pabk mainly because we we working in onan xvsrio!nt.
may not be sufficient. An algorithin basd on deformablet infac can wal ' eaw nt w aic n ou t oi allth feature " .e.g. planr or
extinct directly a surface represewation of an objec using thmae u Ps-a ch~~Ae.dK N S tha am abais onttimnt Of theeni
features without relying on superquaodric Iuttg (Sectionm 4). FOmil. the ' nt FSta in't is our experience that the techniques

piesof the surface that approxinmt ecub object Fsprqai bae on e-rea 2myi prtmwl ny h dwi
or deformable surface) am used to punp at usig a clam-shet! w cuae n el iubtd.W ae hsnanI hc
(Section 6). The algorithms for object extraction manoe that there is w dettoct Ircal featuresdohare relatively uisitiorve noise we do

.aumal gueas anth positiohs of the objecs an the mage. We prwii no far dhe fecams to parii a Compleon of the terrain,
in poateular vie do not execonre featurest to each ozber
to form dh o' dn of the objects in ha e . We WONt

1T1U nmbae was Ipaee by NASA setter (hum NAOW 1175. 7W e c few"to give eetia evidence ofte Usnce anobject in its
- ~~ ~ ~ n t ichety. Grouping the hiecedfeme into objects' the job of the

shuti am be i yoewv a unpinuewma tte eieal peishe. etter expiesed ~5NtiWln.i algoitithe introduced in the ouat S.ec
or topiwAL of t4ASA at Le US Geasainat. 1km typee (saw f a res eammsoc
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e R~ange shadows: Objects produce shadows in the range images. This approach is inspired from Witkin's "snakes" [IlIIl and from
which are areas of the scene that are illuminated by the projector Teropoulot' syrometry-seeking surfaces ( 161. We describe in detail the
but that are not visible front the camera because the-y are occluded deformable contours algorithm in the nest Soction.Thc al Igorithmn
by an object's surface. This phenomenon occurs with any sensor assumes that one point that lies inside the object is initially selected.

that uses a triangulation technique. Range shadows are therefore The actual selection of this starling point is the object of Section 5.
a important cue for the extaction of objects. Extracting the range We assume for now that this point is available. Once a contour is
shadows does not require any image processing since they are extracted, a three-dimensional model of the corresponding set of points
identified by the sensor itself. must be built. We use superquadrics to represent the, object models

e Surface discontinuiti.. A surface diucoantinty is a large vari- to 3)
ation of range between neighboring Points in the image. Such
disconuinukies occur mostly in the vicinity of the occluding edge 3.1 Deforinahle contours

of a obect Suracedisontnuites re eteted y 5p~ig ~ A defemiable contour is a contour in a range image that is subject to
edge detector to the image of the range values. r = v 9P2+ r22 forces that change its shape over time. The contour reaches a stable
T1he fonal edges ame obtained by thresholding the resuting edge shape when all the formes are in equilibrium. The points that are inside
magnitude. The threshold is computed from the distribution of t8w region enclosed by the final contour are used to described the shape
the edge magnitudes in a large window centered at each image of the object. The algorithm used to desive a shape representation from
pixel. The reason for using a variable threshold is that the range r the region is described in Section 3Z2
varies more rapidly as points are measured further from the sen' We represent a contour by an ordered set of pixel (r,. c,) where
som. Spurious edges would be dtc~ted 'if a fixed threshold were ri is the tow coordinat in the image, and c, is the column coordinate.
used. A 3-vector pi.. that is the position of the scene point measured at pixel

o Surface normal discontinuities Surface normal discontnuities (n,. c.). is associated with each pixel. In addition, the normal to the
occur when two surfaces inter-sect as is the case when an object conitour it.i is defined at each p,. The it. 's are two-dimensional vectors
is resting an top of the' terrain 71e normal discomunu tes me expressed in image coordinates. Furthermore, &~ is always oriented
detected by firs computing the unit surface normal n at each peint from the i tid the8 outside of the contour. It is always possible to
and by finding the low values of the dot products ni - ft of the define such an ointatiom since, the contou is guaranteed to be closed
surface normais at adjacent pa.eL The three coordinate images without selffintersections. Each p. is subject to a set of forces. Each
must be smoothed first since the surface normal computation is force is a signed scalar that indicates in which direction p. is attracted.
quite sensivive to noise in the dlaa. Further sisoothing is applied A positive force indicates that p, is &mucted toward the outside of the
to the surface noitas contur in8th direcuout of the nwestm feature. The algorithm is designed

in such a way that the contour can only grow outward.
The image pixels that ame labeled as weof thew the etrye Each OWxe of 8we contour is subject to two typies of forces 7(s).

we grouped into connected rep... The sM of feature regions is the The external forceswe exerted by enditis that are not pan of t8e contou
input to the segmentaton algorithms. lFigure 6 shows the features such as featuares. The internal forces depend on the contour itself and
computed from the image of Figure 3. The features wte shown as aeidpn. (wte.Iesifre r yial sdt oc
shaded regions. As expected. the feammrs wre concentrated around t8w the contor to he a smiotsh as possible.
objects although some are deircted on ft underlynng terrsai and noh ieeniifrc sgnrtdb hefaue.I sa
group of features form a closed object boidry. Th forc dexrned famea pisgnts pe by: tefaue.I sa

3 Object extraction: deformable .ft e-'eaue(1 - FPI

contours and superquadrics FfaRt faur .. I

The features give an indicat~ion of whon the boundaries Of, te objects who F(p) is the pon of the image feature that is the closest in p,
may be located in t8w scamt. However. 8we raw meeurst amnot sifficient eresu is a function that relate the force to t8w distance between
for reliabily exascng the objects from the scnbecaus te 8wobjec contour pon sod feature (Figure 7(b)). and R... is the maxiumw
may be small or partially I i Ied t8e Msuim. Therefore, wecme expected object sis.L The closest po F(p) is calcuilated by searching
use a uimple regpont extraction that would assume that ft feammrs the feature points salng; 16 directions arouand the contour normal. Since
are grouped into closed bounsdauies. Instead. we used theconcpt of do is a poentially zxpensve operation, we use several conastaints to
deformable contours and deformable surfaces. The oid=a isthat a contour hou 8 t ine serc 8wK do t m thtw o far from the contour
that is attracted by 2-D forces generuted by th delected, featurs an pow e v at cousdiered. Second. we use t8w -fact that the order in
by the data pousts measured on the inuin is it eratively deformed until which ft~sawr apear- wusul -n object is defined by 8wi geometry of
the fcames applied to it me in eqsitlilrusam A smoothmes cantrutu the mmar and cas he cI Ise beforehand do!&a eliminating features
is added to the foaees so that On contour or the surface does not have bep.Ow oje.
sharup discontinuities Of orientation or curvatue. The finah ; oduct d hecsenont b e patof edo siP fobjct.sgnrae y8satn

is a smooth contour that approximates the shape of an object th at is iT.haproe isodr~ of preente fwcnourcei fnroe byvter staring b

partially enclosed by features. The advantge of this approach is that pon.[oppi so Ine ~therd cnu rornt Thverg forceg by

object descriptions can be exuascted from the image even if only few definod by-
scattered features ame observed. This is an slur contrast with other
vision problems such as model-based object recognitio in which an'f-.f
accurate model of t8e objects is kntowe apron. We do not make any Feweratu #fl - (2)
assumption on t8e shape of the cbjects othe than, a maimum andR
m nmum object sixe. and we do not make my aasumpumoa n the whmwel..m ldebendasbeforepa iswtanngpont ad ce
configuratiof Oft8 features. is t8w ameeinc fmicis (Figure 7(c)).
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The purpose of the internal force. is to guarantee that the cointur and where MX Y. Z) are the coordinates of (x. y. z) after trmnsforma-
is reasonably smooth. The idea is to make the shape of the contour tics by a rigid nrnsformation that defines the position and orientation
close to an ellipse. To do ftht we approximate the contour by an ellipse of the superquadric, and a,,* a2. and ai are the sizes of the superquadric
t'of equation (p -p,-)'A(p - p.,) = 1. where p!, is the center of the along the three directions. Supeirquadrics; can represent a variety of

ellipse, and A is a 2~ 2 symmntrical matri. The distance between p shapes form cubes to ellipsoids by varying the two "rot.Ard .

and.,' is defined by: rme~tMr -- and E2- Other parameters such as bending anid tapering

i~p p: A~p pe)- Ican be included in the equation. To recover the superquadric from a
(p- .)Ap- : -I (3) set of points, we use the Levenberg-Marquart minimization approach

210(p - p..)11 sugg-.sted by Solina (I]. In this approach, the input set of points is first

D~p.') s a appoxiatin o theEucidin dstane btwen p approximated by an ellipsoid which constitutes the starting point of the

and,`. The internal force is defined by: iMinote aerrfuconfthfrm

K wy..). data point

where eriaenal is Lb atri;_ '!C! : ' .1 A'~ ~is is iianimized with respect to the -parameters of the superquadric. This
a constant that controls how far from an elbpsc the contour is allowed approach works well in our case in which a dense set of points is mea-
to be. In practice K a 0.4. suredan a portion of the surface (see[1131 or [9]) for other superquadric

The contour deforms itself iteratively. At each iteration, the inter- fitting techniques).
nal ant; external forces are computed at each point. Each point is mioved Figure 9 shows the superquadzi models of the objects found in
according to the resulting force. The complete r~gonithin follows two Figure g. The models are displayed as wireframes superimposed on the
steps: intensity image.

1. Intilie : The initial contour is a asmall contour centered at the
starting pont 4 Object extraction: deformable

2. Iterate: The following steps are iterated until the contour does not surfaces
deform itself significantly.

* Ateachpoit p.cofpute~= f ~ ~ F Defbnnable contour extract the objects by using essentially the ge-
Ffesure Feeter+ Fiflcrj. metry of the scene in the image plane. The result is a region in the
Ffeat * Fente + ~image that has to be processed further to yield a complete description

o p. is moved by one pixel in the direction of the narent feature of t object. A mor diret althogh mor coty apgot ol
pon F(p,) if F > 0. -be to directly find the closed surface that best approximate$ tfe data,

e Resarsple the contour after all the contour points have bee= that is the 3-I) Points measured on the terrain and the detected features.
*moved accordigto the forces This leads to the idea of deformable surfaces which are smooth closed

* Estimate the ben-fit ellipse surfaces that are subject to foarces fronm the terrain andi the features. As
with the deformable contoir. the surface deforms itself until it closely

Provided that there is a reasonable starting point. this algorithm fit the observed shape. T7he advantage is that the resulting closed sur-
produces object contour that awe quite good approunuaiouw tithe tue face should provide all the information neaded to pick up the object
object contour even if the features are vary sparse. Figure 8 shows Asi __ecs of deformable coout t algorithmt asaftes that an
the regions that l'ave been found for each object in the scene using the inta pon is seece a eac obet
feature of Figure. 6. The starting points were selected, automsatically The algoditm. operates on discrete data, images and discirete fea.
us"~ the algorithm of Scion 5. uea However. for the sake of clarity it is beat to think first of the case

3.2 upequaric ofa c#Wmw deormblesuracethat is subject to forces and deforms32 Sperqadris iteff over time. It can be shown that such a surface wouild reach a sta-
Onace regions corresponding to objects ha .ve beaus segmeate.J out rising ble equilibrium when the Lagrangian of the system of forces reaches
the deorable contour algorithm, the corresponding iet of 3..D points a 6innusum according to the pinitciple of least action 181. A similar
must be grouped into a surface representakion. The resulting object application of the principle can be found in.1171. The LApangian is
models are used to compute gsi-sp position and mampul~ator motion. deine by: L - T - U wberq T is the integral of the kinetic enemg

Although one could use the set of 3-D points computed by the over time~ and Ui is the kimegral of the potental ergy. If the surface is
segmentatio directly, we use auperqudrkics to rpreawn the objects. linflietrized as x a x4o. .%.t). X, - y~t.. t.L, z a zgq.~.a.), whereI is
Superquadrics are generalizations of quadric suifaces; (1) that can rep. the time, OWd a..)me the parameiters of the surface, then the prnblem

ren a wide variety of shape. Using supeequathics -ra several is 10 find the Notuincr tha mittimixe; L. This is a variational pwoblem
advantages: Fmst it is at compues representation that allows us to repre- that cats be Solved by appyin Euler's equatium To simplify fte uo-

ama Wide range of surfaces using a nunan Of pariametes. Second. Wtain. wie will dinoite the points of the sfaeby #I#... s).r r being
it prcovides a gloobal representation of -n object whose surface is only the 3- vectai (zq.y.z). sad wewil denote the partia derivatives by using
partially visible. Lastly, the parameters of a superquadric suerface are sbscripts (e.g. P.a~. Furthermore we umama that the parameters
eaisily recovere fromithectoordinates of alesof points. il and j vary betwee 0 andl.

Superquatbics are described by an implicit equation F(z. Y. S) a 1. T1he term T depend only on the kinetic emergy and cme be wiritten
where:a

atwher pitAaweightringfactoltbtch rip eslansaaothe $ur1face.
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In our case, the surface should be deformed so that the following Mnother way to lookc at equation is to consider the term KIjr -
constrints arm satisfied: The surface should be smooth, the surface r~f)112 as a liting term in that it forces the surface to be as close
should be as close as possible to the surrounding features, and the as possible to the features, and to consider the term S(r t..F) as a
surface should be close to the points measured on the terrain. To satisfy segmentation term in that it takes into account only the group of fearure-z
those constraints, the potential energy term U is decomposed into thre that is close to the starting point. The =ws V-i ' the potential Uterrain

componernu: 
reflects the aaraccon between the surface and the terrain. It is defined
as:

U = Usmoothjess + Ufwatu + ~I'terin (8) *fefai d0dt (121

The term (,=1he encapsulates the constraint that the surface .O J0 I Ilr - r(T)II
sm,4be smooth and continuous. Formolly it is defined by: -he- '01 th da ita that is closest to the surface point

r. Since the iter inside the integral would become arbitrarily large
[:i.__ as ," I u the surface moves closer to the data, we introduce a cutoff distance

Uso =ns (' 1. 1. 1. - I + (9) D at which the potential stops increasing. The potential is therefore

'12 (11r. . 11' + 11r,11 + 211,-.,112) d..*di,d redefined as: i ~ (FI
The weights d., and sq control how much importance is given to ((13)

tMe smoothness constraint The surface can have any arbitrary shape if I if I~r ,{T)ll <D
they are equal to zeo, on the other hand contrbutions; from the features I0

and the terrain are ignored if they are very large. th. his potential implements a gravity force that increases as points move
The term Ufcanis imlements teconstraint thtte_ ufc closer. This has the effect that the feature term is dominant initially

should he as close as possible to the surrounding features. In order when the surface is far from the observed terrain while the terrain
to define it, we first have to define th ditac betwee a on n becomes dominant as the surface moves closer to the terrain. Notice
a feature. In order to do that, we represent each 'feature r. by th 3- that strictly speaking we shotold take into account the contrbutions
D polygonal approximation of its skeleton which is a set of 3-D line from all the data pomots in the computation of the force applied to a
segments. The distance between a point on the deformable sufc single surface point. Since this is computattionally untraclable we limit
and a feature F is the distance between t!and its projection on th e ourselves to the closest data point.

on ine segments that describes F. We denote the projection by r(.F). We acow have a definition of the function L given a set of features
Strictly speaking, we should compute the distance betweenrwo and te and a set of points measured on the te&ai. The problem is now to
points of F. Since this is too demaniding computationally, we use the find the stuface '(~,)that minisnizes L. The solution is found by
polygonal approximation which allows us to compute teprojection straightforward application ofEaler's equation, We obtain the diffe;-
directly. With this definition of PrF),'we define enileuain

1ata a P(r) + " R(r.. + F,,)- (14)

U~feantres X~ S'''!' (~id,'t~ (10) , s2(r..... + r-9 +r

where the sumr is taken over all the features r, and where K is where So is COniPOWe fronm the first derivative of eT: So (r. t. F')=
a weighting factor. If we think of a set of springs; Linking each point -e"(1 - J- Z-. l4!2)L -3- ý. and P is the gradient of the potentialI
of the surface to each feature, K would he the stiffness: of the springs, du %otetranatatota steisgado trah:Pr

The attraction exerted by the feature is basically proportional! to the .. T

squared distance between the point and the feature If " - '(,F)1I2. An Ir.YI'

ammenuat. -u factor S(r. t. F) is added to avoid on ndesir"l effect of Applying Euler a e=uac solves the problem in the case of a
the uremnig -P : pint " ae vry ar rom he eam am connmwuio surface sulijact to the attraction of the features and the ter-

alaye v purec tor voel: ptointocs. t hat wee warfoml thke fnseatures to rain and to a smoodiness; caustraimt To actually compute a solution

have a steong attraction to a&B the points to initate the dieformatoim wad to ereultng oif bs feraaleeusto,' th s d ato onsrc aofiserm.
to have tic strength of the attraction decreae ov eir time. For a given aproiato of boh th ufc. tha u; a__cenin fteprm
distance tir - ,(.F),;. this is equivalent go vary the stiffness; of the spring
as a funcron of time. Furthermore, at is undesirable for the features to Parameter space Usin a fagh wani discretizution of il and win
apply an airbitrary larg force to the points that are far away. We need " laof(.11wudlatoMr=pbem tteegs
a cutoff distance over which points are not attracted. We define the ofthe parameter space yet likte ampbng a sphoere along the meridians

corcinficoby and paurallela leads a*pubI I1 1s at the two poles. Since it iL not desirable
by: to, be forced to ban&l specialeasesin the diaeredr~atinon, we wculd like

- ~()II ~to unea repraeos.atsiom of do paramnewe space tha is as uniform as
S~~.I)- to( - I A11 Possible. To do thK a, first - Pa waft sphere thatis tesseIated using

the icoaestabdrsodecompousiton (6.,71. eawlipoint M, of the ftesaeltion is
wwhe,; the function er varies from 0Oat - -v to I at +-x, (lFigure 10). parametized by its splnuics coordinafte Phk .. sai)Ad is a sample point

er implements the idea of a cutoff d istanc: points that are too far away on the surface. Thes teselatian of the sphere hasa the property that it is
from the feature are not attracted. The cutoff distance is given by the 'very uniform sond that it dons amt exhibit any poles. With this reporesen.
uonnalizmg term re. In addition to the cutoff distance, for a given ts~toon the tnegrals becoe s... over the sample poitrs, for example'
distance f1P - P(.J)l, the'term makes the sdtiffess of the spring vary th integral with respect to (q.,..;) in (Aerssain beecnmes:
OM erti . TIM spring is stogsua ia0ad weakew sovetime untili
it eventually disappears at: I s at whdic time only~ the smootiniess L, IrD.. C~l(S

costaint and the attractions from the tramin are take. am accmu. U, sample pe
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The time axis is also discretized the deformation of the surface illuminates the scene while a camera C observes the illuminated scene.

is implemented as an iterative process, the discrete time is simply the We assume !hat a sensor modei ix ovides th- roord-:=s of P a:,d C in
itcration number. With thdse discrete representations of (,.,') and t. a common coordinate system. An object in the scene creates a shadow
the derivatives involved in the final solution are approximated by the region between points A and B, corresponding to illumination direc-
appropriate finite differences. In particular r, is given by acombination tions L. and La that are known from the measured coordinates of A and

ofthe values ofratiterationst r-I.-andt+l: r. = r(t+i)-2r(t)+r(t-l). B and from the sensor model. Based on this geometry, the occluding

Replacing r., by its discrete approximation in the differential equation, object must be within the dashed region R. A starting point for the 2-

we can express the surface at iteration -+ 1. that is the vectors r(e/0 .-. ,). or 3-D snakes can be computed by taking the center of that region. It is

as a function of the surface at the two previous iterations t and t - 1. If important to note that this algorithm does not give us the center of the

F is the right-hand side of 14, we have: (unknown) object but rather a point that is enough inside the object for

the object extraction algorithm to work.
The geometry is similar with a 2-D sensor except that the two

After initialization. the deformable surface is iteratively updated using points A and B are now. contours. In practice, two corresponding

this relation, points A and B are chosen on the shadow contour and the region R

To summarize, the algorithm can divided into two steps: is identified using the I-D geometry. The staring point S is selected

1. Initialize: within R at some nominal distaxce D from A. D is chosen based on
the average expected radius of the objects in the scene &A based on

* Extract the terartin features: shadows. discontinuities, nor- the minimum and maximum sizes of objects that we can handle given

mal discontinuities. Compute the polygonal approximations a gripper configuration. Those are reasonable criteria since there is no

of the skeleton of the features, point in segmenting out objects that we cannot manipulate. D is also

e Generate the discretization of the parameter space by co- used to remove small shadow regions, presumably due to noise, and

puting a uniform sampling (oh..-;,) of the unit sphere. large regions, generated by objects too large to handle.

* Generate an initial surface. The initial surface is a sphere. The key to automatic object extraction it an accturate geometric

that is r, a C + Rfu. where C is the starting point that .is model of the seumo that allows us to compute the hypothesized posi-

inside the object, R is the radius of the smallest object that tion of objects in the scene based on observed shadow regions. We
we expect to extract, and u. = (r, - C)/r, -C1. The have implemented this technique using a •model of our current sensor.

algorithm for selecting C is described in Section 5. however. it is important to note that the algorithm can be generalized

2. Iterate until the number cf iteration is greater than to to any npge sensor provided that a geometric model exists. We are
in the process of oditfying the algorithm in order to use an existing

e For each poi r of the surface, compute the projections r.F) geometric sensr modeling system [101. This will lead to a largely
and ,•(T). sensorinependent segmentatiu program.

* Compute the derivatives of r with respect to and - using
finite differences. 6 Manipulation

* Compute the updatemFusing Equion 14. Once we have extracted object descriptions, either superquadrics or
e Updte the surface using Equation 16. deformab surfaces, the last step is to grasp the object. Many different

The result of the deformable surface algorithm is illustrated in types of gripper design and grasping stregies are possible. The choice
Figure 11: The upper left part of the fig-e., s/hows the features overlaid of a particular' type of grasping is dictated by the analysis of the task.
in white on top of the intensity image of a small scene. The upper right Assuwong that the objects to be sampled are mostly isolated and are

prn shows a 3-D view of the terrain with the polygonal appximations resting on a soft surface. e.g. sand, the grasping task has the following

of the features. Te bottom three image show the evolution of the characteisjtics:

shape of the approximating surface as the algorithm proceeds. * The objects we far em ugh from each other. No collision occurs

5 Automatic object selection , I ft gripper and the neighboring tricks.

We ltwve -asluned so far that a point is cosmn inside each object to We can allow the collision between the gripper and the neighbor-
initiate the object sepmenation process both in 2-D and 3-D. This point ing sand. This is because

should be qualitatively "close t the center of the object. Ihe question - damg the neighboring sand grains is not imponan.
of finding those initial points still remains. T1., simplest solutioa is to - the ollaiion betwee the gripper and neighboring sand does

have an operator interactively select a point in th observed image. This came the configurataon of the rock to change.

would be acceptable in a teleoperated mode 14h the appropriate user
interface. Howev. it would be more useful ,Veable to automatically .we do o know the euct shape of a tuck beforehand.

compute the starting points from the input images. Since there is no 3aed as te ch•ar•cteristics of the task and the possible grasping

prior constraint an wher• the objects may be in the scene, the only strategies (151. we have selected the spherical grasping strategy using

information that we can use ae the features and a geometri model of a clam-shell gripper. The ripper has two hemispherical jaws dta

thsens.or: Specifically, the automatic segmentation is bsed on the can close around th object. Using a surface representation of the

observation that the presence of an object geneates a "shdow region in objects, the grasping stategy is as follows: the center of the gripper
te range image. Therefore, the objects in the acef should be "near" is first alipned with the crPit oa( mass of the surface, then the gripper

the shadow regiosexacted from the row image. The meaning of is rMoed so that the jams me parallel to the main axis of the surface.
"near". that is the position of an object with repect to its shadow, is Fmally the gripper is lowered until the jaws am in comact with tf

given by the senor model. erai siurrunding the olject. The object is grasped by closing the two
The gnometr of the p;obem is show ian Figure 12. For the sake jaws. Figure 13 show the anipper and the grasp operation.

of clarity, this geometry assumes a on-dimensional scoaw, the reason This approach works well under the stated conditions. However.
ing can be extendeu without difficulties to a 2-D sinoo A projector P we noed tighter colm oftd gaspig operation than is providedby
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the spherical grasping in more difficult environments (e.g. Figure 4). In [11] M. Kams A W"tin and D. TerzopouaLos Snakes: Active Contour
thiis case, we will use thý cbject model calculated from the deforinable Models. Intern. Jounaw of Computer Visio., 2(l):321-331, 1988.
surfaces algorithm conjunction with a three-finger gripper. The object [121 Y.P. Limt. Sho'pe Recognition in flu' Rocks World. PhD thesis,
model is more accurate than the superquadric model, and the three- DeLof Electricazsngineering and Computer Science. MIT. April
finger gripper allows for more flexibility in the grasping. The price to 1988.

pay s i logercomutaionume an inmor cople grppe deign [13] A. Pentland. Onthe extraction of shape information from shading.
and conltrol. Technical Report Vision science technical report 102, MIT Media

Wehvedveoeda7 Conclusion Lab, March 1988.
[141 K. Sato. H. Yasaimowo and S. Inokuchi. Range imaging system

We av dvelpe atestbed for sampling in unstructured terrain. that utilizing nhematic liquid crystal mhask. In International Conf. on
is the identification and manipulation of small natural objects. We Computer Vision, pages 657--661, London. 1987.
have implemented the complete cycle of perception. representation, and [15] C1_ Taylor and LiJ. Schwarz. The Anatomy and Mechanics of
manipulation. The objects are extracted from range images from surface the Human Hand. In An~fala Limbs. pages 22-35, 1955.
features using either deformable contours or deformable surfaces. Th [161 D. Teipols A. Witkn. and M. Kams Symmetry-Seeking
objects can be represented by superquaduic surfaces and by discrete Models and 3D Object Recognition. Intern. Journal of Computer
surfaces. The system has been demonstrated in real natural environment Vison, 1 (l):211-221, 1987.
using a manipulator equipped with a clam-shell gripper. I

Our current work concenzates on building a more complete de- [17] S.W. Zuckei4 C. David. A. Dobbins, andL Iverson. The organiza-
scription of the terrain by using multiple images, hierarchical represen- tion of curve detectiam- coarse tangent fields and fine spline coy-
tation of the observed scenes, and by using more accurate object de- erigs. lIn Proc. Second Intl. Coni, on Computer Vision, Tarnpa.

scription such as deformauble surfaces. Weare working on a three-finger December 1988.
gripper to perform manipulation in a cluttered environment. Finally, we
are exploring srategies for modifying the terrain using the manhipulator nwo+LA
to facilitate the sampling operations..

The sampling systemp currently resides on a. small testbed. WeRot xd
want to eventually move it to a real vehicle, and to demonstrate the
interaction between navigation arid sampling, thus providing a complete
system for planetary exploration.
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Figure 6: Features extracted from the image of Fig. 3
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Figure 3: Range image of a scene
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(a) Forces applied to a deformnable contour

Figure 7: 2,13 segmentation algorithm,

Figure 4: Range image of a complex cn

Figure 8: 2-D se!;mentation algorithm

figure 5:3-Dview ofthe dataof Figure 3

Figure 9- Superquadric approximauions of the objects of Fig. 9
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Figuire 10: S-r ~i ondi

(a) Image of a sceam and feanures Mb 3-D -iew of the twain

(c) Initia . shape (d) 1ritenn.~diate shape (e) Final resuhFgr 3 rperadgapsrtg

* Figure 11: 3-D segmentation algorithm
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Figure 12: Automatic object selection
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